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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Glasgow Larder. We’ve tracked down the people and 
places that are shaping and defining Glasgow’s vibrant contemporary 
food scene. There’s a whole lot of brewing, baking, roasting, cooking – 
and eating – going on, and we’ve tried to capture it in stories, images, 
tips and insights. There’s also an independent selection of the city’s best 
cafés, bistros, bars and restaurants too. Check out food.list.co.uk for 
even more recommendations – and happy eating.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This guide has been developed by The List working in partnership with 
the Glasgow Tourism & Events Leadership Group with funding support 
from Scottish Enterprise. The editors would like to thank Glasgow City 
Marketing Bureau, Sallyann Tindall, Nicola Moir and Daniel MacIntyre for 
their support.
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rocking vegan scene, page 22.

Great Glasgow Bake Off 
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See page 6.

Espresso Yourself
Flat whites? So last season. Keep up 

with a cold brew on page 10.

Glasgow’s Food Districts
Locals share the love from their 

favourite food quarters. From page 12.

WHAT’S IN THE
GLASGOW LARDER?
We’ve packed a lot in to these 48 pages  – here are some of the highlights
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BAKERIES

Glasgow’s indie baking scene has a spring in its step, as 
Kevin Scott discovers

C all it the Mary Berry effect if you like (or the Paul Hollywood 
effect if you really must), but neighbourhood bakeries are 
rising faster than a sourdough in a warming drawer across 

Glasgow these days.
With branches in the Southside and East End, Tapa Organic 

has flourished since James Hughes and John Shields took over. 
‘The previous owners struggled a little, but we’ve listened to our 
customers. Coffee and bread are part of what we do now, not all that 
we do,’ says Hughes. It’s a philosophy echoed by Cottonrake, which 
opened on Great Western Road last year in place of a failing Auld’s 
branch. Owner Stefan Spicknel has let his 
customers set the pace, abandoning any 
pretensions for French patisserie-
style baking. 

‘The only research you can do 
is open the door in the morning 
and see what’s left come 5pm,’ 
says Spicknel. ‘The people of 
Glasgow always have strong 
opinions about what they like, 
and that helps us know what to 
give them.’

 ■ Tapa Organic, see page 40; 
Cottonrake, see page 36. 

ALL RISE

has let his
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‘PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED. THEY 

CHAT TO THE BAKERS, 
THEY WANT TO FIND 

OUT MORE ABOUT THE PROCESS.’
JAMES HUGHESTAPA ORGANIC
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BAKERIES

THE ART OF THE CRISPY ROLL
Across Glasgow, before the 
morning sun turns the sky from 
black to merely grey, delivery 
vans scuttle about delivering 
freshly made rolls to the city’s 
convenience stores. The crispy roll 
is as essential to Glasgow’s diet as 
Irn-Bru – and it’s not uncommon 
for both to be purchased together, 
with fi llings ranging from classic 
breakfast favourites like sausage 
and bacon to cold cuts and 
cheese – or even Scotch pies.

From the classic crispy roll to 
the black-topped specimens – 
which are bulk-fermented for 
extra fl avour, then hand cut and baked at a high temperature to give that 
famous well-fi red crust – the two leading producers are McGhee’s and 
Mortons, the former selling over 500,000 crispy rolls each week.
(Kevin Scott)

s 

BAKERY 47 Tiny artisan bakers 

who started out selling door-to-

door.  See page 42.

BAVARIAN BAKEHOUSE

German-style wheat, rye, 

sourdough and spelt loaves baked 

in Kirkintilloch and stocked in 

many Glasgow delis and cafés.

COTTONRAKE Quickly 

established as a Kelvinbridge 

favourite for bread, cakes and 

savoury tarts. See page 36. 

DELIZIQUE Bread and cakes 

baked on the premises, along with 

sourdough pizzas. See page 54.

DIFFERENTBREID Sourdoughs 

and more from a one-man band 

supplying IJ Mellis cheesemonger 

and Stravaigin among others. 

TAPA ORGANIC Glasgow bread 

revolutionaries a decade ago, and 

still at the heart of things.  See 

page 40.
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HERITAGE DINING

GETTING THE GLAD 
RAGS BACK ON
Some of Glasgow’s iconic buildings owe their existence to 
our love of a good night out, finds Andrea Pearson

R oof tiles slip, weeds sprout and the rot sets in: empty, 
unloved buildings quickly deteriorate and large buildings are 
particularly vulnerable, thanks to high maintenance costs. All 

hail the hospitality industry then, which has come to the rescue of 
churches, banks and even old court buildings in the city.

The 200-year-old A-listed Hutchesons’ Hall had lain unused in 
the Merchant City for years. It belonged to the National Trust for 
Scotland, but they’d been unable to find a use for the unusual space. 
Enter James Rusk, owner of West End steakhouse the Butchershop, 
who was looking for city centre premises. 

Rusk and the NTS teamed up – a first for the preservation team 
in Scotland – embarking on a massive restoration. Hutchesons, a 
stunning three-storey bar and brasserie, was the result.

Rusk’s commitment was deeply appreciated. As Pete Selman, 
NTS’s Director of Strategic Direction, says: ‘It’s fantastic to see this 
classic Glasgow landmark busy and bustling again. Working with a 
commercial partner secured its future and brought renewed life and 
purpose.’ It seems Glaswegians, passionate about their city’s history, 
have been given a new way to feast on the past. 

 ■ Hutchesons, see page 50.

Hutchesons
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HERITAGE DINING

APPETITE 
FOR 
HISTORY?

If you like the idea of discovering 

the city’s heritage through its eating 

and drinking venues, there are other 

places worth trying. Underground 

tunnels beneath Central Station 

have been transformed to create 

Alston Bar & Beef, which takes 

its name from the street which 

was cleared to make way for the 

station’s construction in the 1870s. 

In Finnieston, the Kelvingrove Café 

has not only restored a traditional 

building, but revived early cocktail-

making techniques, using slow-

frozen ice which mimics the ice 

which would traditionally be hauled from lochs in 

winter and stored in ice houses. McCune Smith Café in the East End 

of the city is named after Glasgow’s fi rst black student, a 19th-century 

American abolitionist who was refused an education in the States.

r 

from lochs in

‘OPPORTUNITIES LIKE THESE ARE REALLY RARE. WE’VE PRESERVED AN INSTITUTION.’
JAMES RUSK
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COFFEE

TOAST THE ROAST
Gabriella Bennett charges up for a caffeine-fuelled tour 
round the city’s coffee scene

B uilding on the success of established traders – including 
Thomsons, the granddaddy of west coast coffee at more than 
170 years old, and Italian Aroma – a new crop of coffee-

trading kids on the block have arrived in Glasgow. Many are shaking 
off the dust of their travels: Coatbridge-born Graeme Crawford had 
spent ten years in Australia working in the trade, before returning 
home. ‘When we came back we saw a gap in the quality of coffee 
and cafés in Glasgow, compared with cities in Australia,’ Graeme 
explains.

Papercup was born in 2012. Only speciality small-batch offerings 
are found within its four walls, there’s a café and a focus on spreading 
the coffee love through training courses which are open to the public.

And while the future’s bright, it also may prove surprising. ‘Cold-
brew and iced coffee are getting really interesting,’ says Crawford.

 ■ papercupcoffeecompany.bigcartel.com

Papercup
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COFFEE

GREEN BEAN
From the Gaelic glas-ghu, Glasgow 

means ‘Dear Green Place’. For 

Lisa Lawson, owner of Dear Green 

Coffee Roasters, inspiration came 

from further afi eld after living and 

learning the ways of the bean in 

Sydney. Arguably the city’s largest 

wholesaler, Dear Green also has 

its own roaster – a 12-kilo Probat 

coffee roaster – installed with the 

help of a few hefty friends. As well 

as establishing Glasgow’s fi rst coffee 

festival at the Briggait last year, Dear 

Green is also doing their bit to bring 

the city’s coffee to an international 

platform, hosting the Scottish 

Aeropress Championships.

 ■ deargreencoffee.com

GREEN BEAN
ALL THAT IS COFFEE (60 

Osborne Street, G1 5QH) Espresso 

bar just across the road from city 

roasters Dear Green (left). 

ARTISAN ROAST (15-17 Gibson 

Street, G12 8NU) Bringing a bit of 

New Zealand grunge to Glasgow. 

AVENUE G (291 Byres Road, 

Hillhead, G12 8TL) For lively single-

origin bean coffees. 

COFFEE, CHOCOLATE AND TEA 

(944 Argyle Street, G3 8YJ) Holds 

court in trendy Finnieston. 

GORDON STREET COFFEE (79 

Gordon Street, G1 3SQ) A fresh 

face in the city’s caffeine roll-call. 

KEMBER & JONES (134 Byres 

Road, G12 8TD) Serving brews to a 

discerning West End clientele. 

PAPERCUP (603 Great Western 

Road, G12 8HX) All that’s hot, cold, 

new and fresh in coffee.

AND SOME TEA TOO . . .

CUSHION & CAKE (35 Old 

Dumbarton Road, G3 8RD) Crafts 

and charming afternoon teas. 

THE HIDDEN LANE TEAROOM 

(1103 Argyle Street, G3 8ND) A 

delightful find in Finnieston.
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12 GLASGOW LARDER

‘Kelvinbridge is a busy cultural borderland, with academic 

Hillhead, cosmopolitan Woodlands and posh Kelvinside all butting together 

around the eponymous bridge and Subway station. Among the fast-food 

outlets are a couple of gems – like the excellent Philadelphia chippy and 

pizza takeaway – but it’s the selection of independent specialist shops that 

make Kelvinbridge a happy hunting ground for those who seek good food. 

Roots and Fruits has been selling top-quality fresh produce in dizzying 

variety for 40 years, and Garth Gulland’s little empire now has both a deli and 

a fl ower shop within the same elegant Caledonian Mansions building (as well 

as a branch in Finnieston). On the other side of the road, cheese specialist 

IJ Mellis’ Glasgow shop offers charcuterie, fresh bread and a selection of 

preserves alongside an extraordinary choice of artisan dairy products. There 

are more rich pickings a little further into town along Great Western Road – 

Lupe Pinto’s for Mexican and Spanish provisions and the best selection of 

tequila in town, Solly’s for Afro-Caribbean staples like fresh cassava and goat 

meat, and a number of good south Asian supermarkets, sweet centres and 

butchers. Head the other way on GWR for fresh west-coast fi sh at Fantoosh 

or gourmet ready-meals at Cook. Kelvinbridge is more about shops than 

dining out, but it is home to the venerable Parmigiana, one of Glasgow’s 

oldest and smartest Italian restaurants, as well as a dozen or so more casual 

places for lunch, grazing or dinner.’ 

 ■ Former Kelvinbridge resident Martin Cross has been scribbling about 
food, beer and whisky for more years than he cares to remember. He’s 
currently the longest serving contributor to The List’s annual Eating and 
Drinking Guide. For other local food districts see pages 19, 24 and 29.

CITY FOOD DISTRICTS
Local writers capture the flavour of four
of the city’s tastier neighbourhoods

 Roots & Fruits  

ral borderland, with academic

KELVINBRIDGE
by Martin Cross
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0141 332 4481

New Store!

WINE & BEER
Glasgow's best selection of wines from Spain, Italy, Australia, 

France, Chile and beyond. Plus the World's best craft 
and traditional beers from the USA, Belgium, 

Britain and many other countries.
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INDIAN DINING

SO HOT RIGHT NOW
Na-na-na-na-naan. Glasgow doesn’t need an official title to 
know it’s still the curry capital of Britain. Andrea Pearson 
talks to one of our curry pioneers

T here are curries available, and pretty good ones too, just about 
everywhere in Glasgow. But when Monir Mohammed opened 
Mother India in 1990, he raised the bar.

Born and raised in Glasgow, Mohammed and his family spent time 
in Pakistan, and on one memorable visit he was made to look after his 
parents, which included doing the cooking. It turned out to be ‘one of 
the most important learning curves’ of his life.

‘I have been very lucky. The experience of going back to the Punjab 
and learning to cook the core principles of Indian food is one not 
many chefs can speak of,’ he says. 

Mohammed relishes the coming together of people through 
food. ‘Indian food breaks down boundaries. There is no pretence or 
ceremony and it’s more budget-friendly than almost any other type of 
cuisine. People from all walks of life rub elbows and tuck into meals 
with the same vigour, enthusiasm and enjoyment.’ 

The chef-patron focuses on home-style cooking, with dishes like 
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INDIAN DINING

ASHOKA (inc. 1284 Argyle Street, 

G3 8AB and 19 Ashton Lane, G12 

8SJ) Famous local chain.

BABU BOMBAY STREET 

KITCHEN (186 West Regent 

Street, G2 4RU, and occasional 

pop-up) Young, inventive, 

colourful and socially conscious. 
BALBIR’S (7 Church Street, G11 

5JP) Opulent and much respected 

base of one of the city’s original 

curry kings. 

CHARCOALS (26A Renfield 

Street; 74 Trongate) Traditional 

dishes done well. 

DAKHIN (89 Candleriggs, G1 1NP) 

A Glasgow first with its focus on 

Southern Indian cuisine.  

THE DHABBA (44 Candleriggs, G1 

1LE) Focuses on Northern Indian 

cooking. 

MOTHER INDIA (28 Westminster 

Terrace, G3 7RU) Mother ship 

of Monir Mohammed’s varied 

collection of cafés and diners. 

USHA’S (2 Byres Road, G11 5JY) 

Specialises in vegetarian curries.  
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butter chicken, spiced haddock 
with tomato, ginger and green 
chilli, and Delhi-style Scottish 
lamb staples of his restaurants.  
They’re the type of dishes that 
reflect a commitment to serving 
high-quality, imaginative Indian 
food. ‘Today, as always, our 
menus reflect this authenticity. 
It is something that will never 
change,’ Mohammed explains.

 ■ motherindia.co.uk

‘I WANTED TO BRING THE REAL 
PUNJABI CUISINE HOME 

TO GLASGOW AND I HAVE 
STUCK TO THAT.’MONIR MOHAMMEDMOTHER INDIA

GLASGOW LARDER 15
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TAKING THE 
PLUNGE

Keen home brewers Alison and 

Mark Hazell of Jaw Brew took the 

plunge after being told how good 

their offerings were, launching their 

fi rst two beers (a pale ale called 

Hop, and a golden one, Drift) in July 

2014. They won two silver awards 

at the Society of Independent 

Brewers awards almost immediately. 

But it wasn’t as easy as all that. ‘The 

biggest diffi culty was getting our foot 

in the door,’ says Alison. Persistence, 

patience and public support built 

through farmers’ markets, as well 

as a healthy presence on social 

media, won through, and now they’re 

stocked by several pubs in Glasgow.

 ■ jawbrew.co.uk

LOCAL BEER

A CRAFTY PINT
It’s a good time to be a beer drinker in the city. David 
Kirkwood tracks down the city’s brewing legends

I t’s taken a while, but craft beer mania has well and truly landed 
in Glasgow (tragically, so have the beards, but you can’t have 
everything). These days, however, from bars in the East End to 

cafés in the Southside, Joker and Punk IPA jostle for fridge space 
alongside the mainstream lagers. The breweries behind these products 
are certainly the most prominent in town. Aberdeenshire’s BrewDog 
opened their Finnieston pub in 2011, while Alloa’s Williams Bros 
Brewing Co. followed suit with Inn Deep, their own West End site. 
Then there was Drygate. This ambitious Williams co-venture with 
Tennent’s gave Glasgow a destination brewpub, shop and restaurant 
adjoining the latter’s famous Wellpark Brewery. There has been 
understandable scepticism about the influence of a major player, but 
it’s beyond doubt that the choice and standard of beers in the city has 
improved markedly in recent times.

So what beer can Glasgow call its own? The Red T of Tennent’s 
Lager casts a long shadow, a pint playfully scorned yet sipped with 
affection citywide. We also have WEST, a Bavarian brewpub on 
Glasgow Green that produces in line with German purity laws – their 
tankard glass is a familiar sight in many a bar, and in their St Mungo’s 
Lager they have their own distinctive standard bearer for the city.

 ■ drygate.com; westbeer.com
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BREWDOG (1397–1403 Argyle 

Street, G3 8AN, and 99 Hutcheson 

Street, G1 1SN) Industrial design, 

14 taps and five guest ales from 

Scotland’s craft beer radicals.

THE CLOCKWORK BEER CO 

(1153–1155 Cathcart Road, G42 

9HB) Glasgow’s only bona fide 

micro brewer, with eight of its own 

brews on cask. 

INN DEEP (445 Great Western 

Road, G12 8HH) Laid-back 

riverside spot with an impressive 

selection of Williams Bros beers. 

THE VINTAGE @ DRYGATE 

(85 Drygate, G4 0UT) A gigantic, 

hipster-esque brew-pub from 

Williams Bros at the Tennent’s 

Brewery. 

WEST (160 Woodlands Road and 

Templeton Building, 15 Binnie 

Place, G40 1AW) Bavarian-

Glaswegian brews made in line 

with ancient German brewing law. 
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Drygate
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SEAFOOD

PLENTY OF FISH
The city’s seafood scene is going 
swimmingly, reports Erica Goodey

A s the people of Glasgow head to 
bed, the day is just beginning 
for those who keep the city 

stocked with seafood. Whether it’s 
hand-dived scallops from Mull, blue-
shell mussels from Shetland or a fillet 
of haddock from Peterhead, there’s a 
whole network of producers behind the 
fish on your plate.

Scotland’s seafood industry was worth £1 
billion in 2011. Although the nation has a global 
reputation for high-quality seafood and our shores teem with 
thousands of different species, traditionally Scots focused on familiar 
products like cod, haddock or whiting. But the tide is turning and 
Glasgow is leading the change.

Bernard Corrigan’s seafood business has been running for over 60 
years. He believes shortages a few years ago encouraged Glasgow’s 
consumers to try lesser-known, more sustainable and often tastier 
seafood. ‘It was a bit of a pain at the time,’ says Corrigan, who runs 
three shops and supplies many restaurants. ‘But in the long run it’s 
good for the industry and allows people to have variety in their diets.’

Fish restaurants make up some of the best eateries in town, with 
places such as Crabshakk (pictured, above), Gandolfi Fish and The 
Finnieston springing up to join the ranks of long-standing stalwarts 
like Rogano, Gamba and the various branches of Two Fat Ladies. 

 ■ For restaurant details see Where to Eat listings from page 44. 
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‘MORE SUSTAINABLE FISH 
IS GOOD FOR THE 

INDUSTRY, GOOD FOR 
CONSERVATION AND 
ALLOWS VARIETY.’BERNARDCORRIGAN
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‘In the Glasgow heat of Area 

Transformation Idol, all except 

one candidate is looking 

troubled. Finnieston, a place 

once associated with urban drudgery, has not so much shed its old coat 

in recent times as had it relaundered and updated to startling effect.

It is possible to mull this change over at Old Salty’s fi sh and chip 

shop. It’s an old-school choice, the chippie, yet Old Salty is doing 

things differently. Its fi sh and chips taste like they’ve been multiplied to 

the power of themselves and patrons can sit in to enjoy them in trendy 

surroundings, fi nishing off their meal with homemade jelly and ice-cream.

Old Salty’s fi sh supper is axiomatic then not just of the new generation 

of restaurants and bars that have opened in the area, but of the area’s 

spirit. Finnieston brims with repackaged tradition – eateries remain in 

tune with their history and provenance but are revised to bring them in 

line with modern trends and techniques.

Ladder-like in shape, Finnieston centres primarily around its Argyle 

Street offerings. Recently established Kelvingrove Café, with its original 

fascia and superlative cocktail ingredients lives opposite seafood 

institution Crabshakk, where diners perch elbow to elbow at the bar 

for a chance to get at some of the city’s fi nest oysters. Further down, 

The Gannet focuses on reinventing Scottish ingredients with fl air and 

invention. This is the defi nition of a quality street.

Parallel to this, in Sauchiehall Street’s Ox and Finch – the food critic’s 

toady – diners coorie in under typically lofty tenement ceilings, but 

by serving squid with blood orange and saffron aioli it’s clear that the 

building is just about the only thing that feels familiar here.

Noteworthy too is that all this innovation has arrived only in the last 

ten years. What treasures must be yet to come.’

 ■ Gabriella Bennett is a freelance food and drink writer consuming 
all Scotland has to offer for readers of HeraldScotland, The Evening 
Times and The List.Times and The List.

The Gannet

FOOD DISTRICTS

FINNIESTON
by Gabriella Bennett
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LOCAL FOOD MOVEMENT

REAL DEAL
Restaurateur Colin Clydesdale’s new project aims to keep it 
real. Martin Cross finds out more

O ur food culture has come a long way since 1971, when Ronnie 
Clydesdale opened the Ubiquitous Chip, where a focus on 
local, seasonal produce anticipated the wider awareness of 

slow food thinking in Scotland by a couple of decades.
Ronnie’s son Colin remains at the Chip’s helm and it’s a natural 

progression – Colin’s own Stravaigin has been ‘thinking global, 
eating local’ for 21 years. Another venture, the Hanoi Bike Shop 
in Ruthven Lane, is just two years old and while unambiguously 
Vietnamese in its cooking, Hanoi happily plunders Scotland’s natural 
larder for its raw materials.

Clydesdale sees a real, identifiable west of Scotland movement. 
‘It’s celebrating some of the best local produce in the world, while 
cherry-picking global influences. Dozens of chefs around town are 
doing it – working with passion, imagination and curiosity – and it’s 
making our city a great place to eat.’

He’s now working with a group of Glasgow food luminaries on an 
initiative that aims to engage, inspire and feed a bigger, wider 
section of the city’s population.

‘Today Glasgow has a genuinely 
exciting food culture, but there 
are huge areas of the city that 
just aren’t touched by it,’ he says. 
‘Our aim is to reach the kind of 
folk who don’t often eat out, and 
who aren’t even aware of what 
Scotland produces.’
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‘WE WANT TO 

GET CHEFS AND 

PRODUCERS OUT THERE 

– IN SCHOOLS, IN THE 

STREET, AT SPECIAL EVENTS 

AND POP-UPS.’

COLIN CLYDESDALE

ON REAL FOOD, REAL FOLK

Bibi’s Cantina

Nanakusa
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LOCAL FOOD MOVEMENT

If that sounds a bit like 
Jamie’s School Dinners, it may 
be no bad thing – Glasgow is 
one of Europe’s least healthy 
cities in terms of diet, and 
increasing exposure to fresh, 
natural food is a worthy goal 
in itself. But the cooperative 
venture has a wider remit, and 
ambitious long-term goals. 
Called Real Food, Real Folk, it 
has plans to organise large-scale 
events, demonstrations, fairs 
and tastings. One of the first 
confirmed initiatives is a market 
– ‘like the kind of thing you’d see 
in France or Spain,’ according to 
Clydesdale – which should be 
open by late summer 2015.

 ■ For more on Stravaigin, see 
page 58.
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BIBI’S CANTINA (599 

Dumbarton Road, G11 6HY) Perfect 

neighbourhood Mexican. 

BRUTTI COMPADRES (3 Virginia 

Court, G1 1TS) Stylish and Spanish. 

CAFÉ COSSACHOK (10 King 

Street, G1 5QP) Passionately, and 

creatively, Russian. 

CALABASH RESTAURANT (57 

Union Street, G1 3RB) Loveable, 

home-style African cooking. 

KITSCH INN (214 Bath Street, 

G2 4HW)  Great name, great 50s 

décor and great Thai food. 

LOON FUNG (417–419 Sauchiehall 

Street, G2 3LG) Dependable 

Chinese restaurant. 

NANAKUSA (441 Sauchiehall 

Street, G2 3LG) Always impressive 

Japanese grill restaurant. 

NUR (22 Bridge Street, G5 9HR) 

Bellydancing and shisha pipes as 

well as Egyptian specialities. 
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VEGAN DINING

NO MEAT CITY
Animal-free dining linked to a thriving alternative music 
scene? How very Glasgow, says Laura Muetzelfeldt

W alk into Mono and you might notice the stainless-steel 
microbrewery containers, or the independent record shop 
sharing the space. But it might not be immediately obvious 

that Mono serves only vegan food. 
This is no accident – most people who visit one of Craig Tannock’s 

five vegan places aren’t, well, vegan. Tannock’s philosophy is simple: 
anything that reduces the demand for meat is a good thing. He doesn’t 
want to convert or preach, he has just one aim: ‘I want people to enjoy 
themselves.’

What is hard to miss, however, is Mono’s stage: all Tannock’s venues 
share a strong connection to Glasgow’s music scene. His first ever 
bar was the 13th Note on Glassford Street (music-lovers of a certain 
age will remember bands like Mogwai and the Delgados there). And 
while that incarnation of the 13th Note has closed, Tannock – the 
self-confessed boy in a band who never made it – still has the same 
enthusiasm for music.  

While Tannock’s vegan ventures surely helped Glasgow secure 
PETA’s award for most vegan-friendly city in the UK in 2013, he 
doesn’t see Glasgow as a particularly veggie-centric city. He identifies, 
instead, the Glaswegian trait of giving something a chance.

 ■ monocafebar.com; 13thnote.co.uk

The 78
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BIG MOUTH COFFEE COMPANY 

(167 Dumbarton Road, G11 6AA) 

Hosts a monthly vegan night. 

MONO (12 King’s Court, King’s 

Street, G1 5RB) Flagship of Craig 

Tannock’s Glasgow venues. 

SARAMAGO CAFE BAR (350 

Sauchiehall Street, G2 3JD) Fully 

vegan arts venue café at the CCA.  

THE 78 (10-14 Kelvinhaugh Street, 

G3 8NU) Great music nights and a 

100% vegan menu.  

STEREO (20–28 Renfield Lane, 

G2 5AR) Global veggie dishes and 

more top music.  

THE 13TH NOTE CAFE BAR (50-

60 King Street, G1 5QT) Expertly 

prepared vegetarian/vegan food. 

USHA’S (2 Byres Road, G11 5JY) 

Glasgow’s only entirely vegetarian 

curry house. 

GLASGOW LARDER 23

VEGAN DINING

VEGAN 
HIGHLIGHTS
Another music venue serving 

vegan food is Saramago 

Café Bar at the Centre for 

Contemporary Arts. Like 

Tannock, manager Paul Smith 

doesn’t advertise Saramago’s 

vegan credentials, being keen 

to welcome all – vegans and 

meat-eaters alike. His aim is 

simply ‘providing an alternative 

to eating meat that’s actually 

good’. He hopes customers 

might order food before seeing 

a gig at the CCA and, ideally, ‘not even notice there’s no meat’.

Smith wonders if the link between the vegan and music scenes is alternative 

lifestyles: if you listen to underground music, you’re more open to following 

alternative diets. He also suggests if people come 

through the door to see a band, they’ll be 

more likely to try the food. ‘I hope people 

discover there’s a lot of great vegan 

food that isn’t veggie burgers.’

 ■ cca-glasgow.com
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‘I HOPE GIG GOERS DISCOVER THAT THERE’S A LOT OF GREAT VEGAN FOOD THAT ISN’T VEGGIE BURGERS.’
PAUL SMITHSARAMAGO CAFE BAR
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FOOD DISTRICTS

‘Despite its relatively short distance 

from the city centre, there remains 

some trepidation about heading 

“soo side” if you don’t already 

dwell there – but along with the best parks in Glasgow, its eating and 

drinking scene is becoming a major boon. Shawlands and Strathbungo are 

the places to be, but from OIlie’s in Pollockshields to Ian Brown in Giffnock, 

neighbourhood dining shines – and we’ve even got our own beer thanks to 

Glasgow’s original brewpub at Clockwork.

At those two hotspots it’s all too easy to contrive a full day’s dining. Bungo 

– on the increasingly fashionable Nithsdale Road – serves up everything 

from superb breakfasts to a sumptuous evening menu packed with global 

infl uences. The nearby Mulberry Street is another winner, whether for an 

ale in the bar or the venue’s uncomplicated hearty and homely dishes. 

While these two are packed all day, breakfast and lunch competition comes 

from Tapa and Gusto & Relish, both of whom have spearheaded the 

neighbourhood bakery and deli revival.

Moving into nearby Shawlands, and there’s no better example of 

community spirit than The Glad Café. From brunching parents to weekend 

gigs, it has had a major impact on the area and its success has proven that 

eschewing big chains for independent enterprise is more prevalent here than 

even in the west end; the recent opening of The Butterfl y & The Pig in a 

prime location at Shawlands Cross is testament to that.

And then there’s Buddy’s – from a single-branch takeaway where patrons 

would queue in the rain for a burger, to a fully fl edged restaurant and a 

second takeaway, if you’re looking for the epicentre of Glasgow’s burger 

explosion, Buddy’s is the place to come. 

With property prices continuing to lure people south, its social scene is 

growing busier and more intriguing every year – with plenty of room for 

visitors as well as locals.’

 ■ Kevin Scott is a writer and journalist who has been covering the 
Scottish food and drink sectors for ten years. He is currently editor of 
Scottish Local Retailer magazine and lives in the southside of Glasgow.g g

FOOD DISTRICTS

SOUTHSIDE
by Kevin Scott
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BREWERY · BAR · RESTAURANT  
BOTTLE SHOP · VENUE · TERRACE

DRYGATE BREWING COMPANY, 85 DRYGATE, GLASGOW, G4 0UT

TELEPHONE:  0141 212 8815

RESTAURANT:  vintage@drygate.com

WEBSITE:  www.drygate.com

EVENTS:  events@drygate.com

BREWERY:  brewery@drygate.com

TWITTER:  @drygate
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DISTILLING

FREE SPIRITS
Gin’s having a moment, and there’s two new whisky 
distilleries on the way. Kevin Scott thinks it’s a good time
to say ‘chin chin’

WHISKY GALORE

O nce a landmark on the whisky map, thanks to the ships 
leaving the Clyde with hulls full of Scotch, Glasgow is 
slowly re-emerging in the distilling industry. That’s 

mainly down to two entrepreneurs who have seized an opportunity 
to create small-batch spirits for the premium market.

While the Glasgow Distillery and Visitors’ Centre have gained 
lots of media exposure after establishing their new distillery in 
a former pump house on the banks of the Clyde, the similarly 
named Glasgow Distillery Company was first to market in 2014 
with its gin, laying down its first casks of single malt in 2015.

Both will provide competition 
for Glasgow’s established whisky 
connections. Some larger whisky 
players including Dewar’s and Whyte 
& Mackay are based in the city, while 
single malt production takes place at 
Auchentoshan, on the very north-west 
fringe of the city, and Glengoyne, 
the most southerly of the Highland 
distilleries, located just a short drive 
north near Killearn.

GIN THING

W hile the Glasgow Distillery 
Company waits for its first batches 
of whisky to mature, they’ve turned 

their attention to gin, and the launch of their 
small-batch Makar Gin couldn’t have come 
at a better time, with gin bars like Gin71 and 
Alston Bar & Beef popping up in the city. 

With its heavy use of juniper, Makar makes 
an excellent gin and tonic, and specialist local 
off-licence the Good Spirits Company are 
reporting strong sales.

 ■ glasgowdistillery.com.
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DISTILLING

ALSTON BAR & BEEF (79 

Gordon Street, G1 3SQ) Choice 

gins beneath Central Station.

BLUE DOG (151 West George 

Street, G2 2JJ) Classy late-night 

cocktail bar in the city centre. 

BEN NEVIS (1147 Argyle Street, 

G3 8TB) Traditional Glasgow pub 

with a vast whisky selection. 

POT STILL (154 Hope Street, G2 

2TH) Comfortable, old-school bar 

boasting over 600 whiskies. 

GIN71 (71 Renfield Street, G2 1LP). 

The nighttime incarnation of Cup 

Tea Lounge, with artisan gins, 

homebrew tonics and cocktails. 

HUTCHESONS (158 Ingram 

Street, G1 1EJ). Alongside the 

classy brasserie is a bar with a 

special focus on the range of 

Speyside distillery Glenfarclas.

DRAM! (232–246 Woodlands 

Road). A more contemporary 

whisky bar near Kelvinbridge.
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STREET FOOD

our 

make 

y in 

GO-AHEAD PUNK
Keeping on top takes a beady eye on social media – the 

scene moves fast, stuff sells out. It all adds to the excitement. ‘When 

I posted details of our last event my phone didn’t stop vibrating the 

whole drive home – before I knew it we were fully booked,’ says Shaun 

Molloy of Gastro Punx. 

Molloy’s career has taken him from Dorset to Mallorca, Cape Town 

and (bizarrely) Wick, before returning to Glasgow. It’s the freedom of 

pop-ups that he fi nds most appealing. ‘I can tailor the menu to the 

venue and clientele and play with ideas.’ Playfulness is harder with 

bricks and mortar, where identity and steadiness matter.

Molloy reserves special 

praise for Scoop, who’ve 

shared both facilities and 

advice. The  collaborative 

approach seems to 

be another defi ning 

characteristic of the scene. 

It seems people make 

Glasgow and make great 

food together too.

 ■ gastropunx.com   

STREET SCENE
David Kirkwood takes a quick jog round Glasgow’s food 
trailers and street food specialists

Street Food Cartel were the earliest adopters of the pop-up. This 
collective was masterminded by chef Jonathan MacDonald and 
his Scoop outfit and their events at the West End’s SWG3 complex 
energised the scene. 

When MacDonald opened his Ox & Finch restaurant in 2014, 
the mantle was taken up by Scran, a group including Babu Kitchen 
(Bombay street food), Fire in Babylon (Caribbean) and Smoak (US-
style meats). Babu and FiB both run their own premises, while Smoak 
have taken over menus in different places round town – you’ll find 
them on TriBeCa’s at the moment. 

Gourmet burger magician El Perro Negro pops up 
in simpatico kitchens (most recently BrewDog’s), 

or choose unusual dining venues like Section 
33’s recent takeover of Govanhill Baths.

 ■ streetfoodcartel.com; babu-kitchen.com; 
@PerroNegroGlas; gastropunx.com   

GGO
Keeping on to

Gourmet 
in simp

or ch
33
■■

@

‘HAVING 

FUN IS A BIG 

PART OF IT.’

SHAUN MOLLOY

GASTRO PUNX

entity and steadiness matter.
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‘A little like downtown New York, you half expect to see Carrie Bradshaw 

stumbling out of one of the glamorous bars with her purchases in hand picked 

up at one of various boutiques which fi ll the area. If you can pull yourself away 

from the shops on Ingram Street, you’ll fi nd a haven of restaurants and bars 

occupying what was the food market area for the city.

Breakfast is the main meal of the day and Café Gandolfi  is the best place to 

go. It’s the fi rst place I tasted Stornoway black pudding many years ago and 

still one of the best breakfasts in town. Order a full breakfast, if you can manage 

it all, or have Eggs Hebridean. Café Gandolfi  is one of the pioneers of food 

and drink with  fresh produce served by people who care. Another long-term 

resident, Blackfriars Bar were serving a wide array of beers well before the 

term “craft beer” came into use. Get in quick if there’s a particular beer you want 

to try, as the pumps change over quickly.

Stunning 18th and 19th century architecture surround this quarter, so take 

your time to see it all. You’ll see interiors such as The Steps Bar with its 

veneer panelled walls, Art Deco styling and stained-glass window depicting 

the Queen Mary ocean liner. Rogano continues this nautical deco theme – a 

perfect background for their famed cocktails and seafood. Architecture, food, 

drink and a relaxed atmosphere make the Merchant City an ideal area for 

whiling away a day in all seasons. In summer there are beer gardens, but try 

Babbity Bowster which has a real fi re for winter too. You’ll also be able to 

cosy up against a roaring fi re in Rab Ha’s. BrewDog will soon be opening a 

more food -based bar across the road later in 2015.’

 ■ Emma Mykytyn writes Food and Drink Glasgow, an online magazine of 
food lifestyle and is on Twitter far too much as @GlasgowFoodie

Café Gandofi

MERCHANT CITY
by Emma Mykytyn

FOOD DISTRICTS
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ITALIAN AND 
GLASWEGIAN

Chef Mario Pelosi, who runs Sonny and Vito’s Deli Café, 

has also updated a family business for the 21st century. 

His father ran a café and chip shop, and his grandfather 

taught him to make pizza. ‘That’s where I got my love of 

food from,’ he says.

In today’s supermarket-led world, Pelosi knew running 

an Italian deli would be a tough ask. So he adapted. ‘You 

have to have a café as well really. So I started making 

cakes to sell, and now I really love baking. Oh, and 

Italian coffee is at the heart of it all. I always tell my 

staff, if you can’t make a good coffee, you can’t stay.’

30 GLASGOW LARDER

ITALIAN HERITAGE
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ITALIAN HERITAGE

MEDITERRANEAN WAY
Andrea Pearson plays the generation game with the 
descendants of Glasgow’s original Italian immigrants

S weet-toothed Scots fell for the Italians as soon as they arrived, as 
Giovanna Eusebi recalls. Her great-grandmother arrived in the 
1930s. ‘She sold ice-cream in the cinemas and was a cool chick 

for her time. She was an entrepreneur and that was quite unusual for a 
woman,’ explains Eusebi, who runs a deli in Shettleston.

Her grandfather picked up the trade and made ice-cream, while the 
whole family was involved in the café life. Hours were long, but many 
families had left lives of poverty behind in Italy and had a real desire to 
build a better life.

Their contacts with the home country meant Glasgow enjoyed its 
first delis, selling imported salamis, cheeses and ‘exotic’ vegetables. 
‘When my family first opened their shop we sold veg like peppers and 
mushrooms. In those days that was a big wow-ee!’ says Eusebi.  

She adds: ‘I was blessed because my grandparents went back to 
Italy and lived on a rural farm. They were organic before it was cool. It 
gave me a benchmark – using the 
seasons and preserving food. That 
was all just normal to them.’

Today, Eusebi’s delicatessen sells 
Italian pasta meals to pick up and 
enjoy at home, along with imported 
ingredients like Vittorio Cassini 
olive oil, San Marzano tomatoes 
and Modena balsamic vinegars.

 ■ eusebi-food.co.uk

BAROLO GRILL (92–94 Mitchell 

Street) Prides itself on steak and 

seafood with a contemporary 

touch. 

LA BRAVA (679a Clarkston 

Road) Loved by locals. 

CELINO’S (620–624 Alexandra 

Parade) Another well-loved 

neighbourhood hang-out. 

FRATELLI SARTI (121 Bath 

Street; 42 Renfield Street; 133 

Wellington Street) Popular all-

purpose diner. 

THE ITALIAN CAFFÈ (92 Albion 

Street) Sleek and stylish. 

PANEVINO (1075 Argyle Street) 

Places almost as much importance 

on wine as the food. 

LA PARMIGIANA (447 Great 

Western Road) Fuses Italian 

recipes with the best Scots 

produce. 

SMILE CAFÉ (102 Queen 

Margaret Drive) Fantastic coffee 

alongside authentic imported food. 

TARANTINO RISTORANTE 

(914–916 Sauchiehall Street) A 

more traditional choice that’s well 

worth discovering. 
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Burrell Collection,  
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tic Football Club
tre for Contemporary Arts

eworld Cinema
zens Theatre
Halls & Old Fruitmarket
of Glasgow College

de Auditorium
College of Piping

rates Arena including the  
Chris Hoy Velodrome

mily History Centre at  
Mitchell Library
ery of Modern Art

17 Glasgow Caledonian University
18 Glasgow Cathedral
19 Glasgow Central Mosque 
20 Glasgow City Chambers
21 Glasgow Film Theatre
22 Glasgow Museums Resource Centre
23 Glasgow Necropolis
24 The Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
25 The Glasgow School of Art
26 Glasgow Science Centre & IMAX Cinema
27 Glengoyne Distillery
28 Hampden, Scotland’s National Stadium  

& Scottish Football Museum 
29 House for an Art Lover
30 Hunterian Art Gallery  

& The Mackintosh House
31 Hunterian Museum
32 Kelvingrove Art Gallery & Museum
33 King’s Theatre   

34 The Lighthouse, Scotland’s Centre  
for Design and Architecture

35 Loch Lomond Sea Life Aquarium
36 Mackintosh Church at Queen’s Cross
37 Merchant Square
38 The Mitchell Library
39 Mitchell Theatre at Mitchell Library
40 The National Piping Centre
41 Odeon Cinema 
42 Oran Mor
43 The Pavilion Theatre  
44 People’s Palace, Winter Gardens  

& Doulton Fountain, Glasgow Green
45 Pollok House, Pollok Country Park
46 Provand’s Lordship
47 Rabbie’s Small Group Tours Pick Up Point
48 Rangers Football Club
49 Riverside Museum
50 Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

51 Scotland Street School Museum
52 Scottish Exhibition + Conference Centre
53 Snow Factor, Soar Intu Braehead
54 SSE Hydro   
55 St Andrew’s in the Square
56 St Mungo Museum of Religious Life & Art
57 The Tall Ship at Riverside
58 The Tenement House
59 Theatre Royal
60 Timberbush Tours Pick Up Point
61 Titan Crane
62 The Trades Hall of Glasgow
63 Tron Theatre   
64 Trongate 103 
65 University of Glasgow
66 University of Strathclyde
67 PS Waverley departure point 
68 The Willow Tea Rooms, Buchanan St 
69 The Willow Tea Rooms, Sauchiehall St

Bus Station

Rail Station

Subway station

Buses to Glasgow Airport

Buses to  
Edinburgh Airport

VisitScotland  
Information Centre

Clyde Cruises   
departure points

PS Waverley  
departure point

City Sightseeing Tours 
departure point

Post Office

Parking

Cycle Hire

Public Toilets

Taxi Rank

Marshalled Taxi Ranks 
From 11pm – 5am Fri / Sat

RACTIONS
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OF SCOTLAND WITH THE 
LIST’S LOCAL FOOD AND 
DRINK GUIDES
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WHERE TO BUY
Listings are grouped into three geographical areas, and within 
each area entries are sorted alphabetically. Further information 
on all entries, including opening hours and individual locator maps, 
can be found at food.list.co.uk, along with details of other food and 
drink shops across Glasgow and beyond.
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WHERE TO BUY

CITY 
CENTRE & 
WEST END
Andersons

 ■ 92 Queen Margaret Drive
G20 8NZ, 0141 946 9843

Andersons is a small but friendly 
greengrocers near the Botanic 
Gardens. Though compact, it has 
a nice range that will meet most 
needs, usually priced to suit 
most pockets. They regularly 
stock organic produce, while 
next door they provide a florist 
service. A 10% student discount 
is perennially popular with the 
area’s academic types. Recent 
expansions have included artisan 
breads and quality Scottish-
sourced meat.

Andrew Reid Butchers
 ■ 401 Great Western Road

G4 9HY, 0141 339 5809

Andrew Reid and his team 
have been at their compact 
Kelvinbridge store for more than 
20 years. The best-known and 
most popular products are the 
Italian sausages, available as 
regular or extra spicy, and his 
steak burgers, which grace many 
a Glasgow barbecue in summer. 
Homemade steak pies are 
always best sellers, too, and with 
a nod to the growing market for 
dietary intolerance, gluten-free 
sausages are available.

Bernard Corrigan Ltd
 ■ 188 Byres Road

G12 8SN, 0141 357 2766
bernardcorrigan.com

Fishmonger Bernard Corrigan 
has been stationed on Byres 
Road for more than a quarter of 
a century and has supplied many 
of Glasgow’s finest restaurants. 
There’s old favourites – 
haddock, cod, salmon – and 
more exotic fillets such as 
monkfish, tuna, and impressive 
tiger prawns. In addition to a 
wide range of poultry, Corrigan 
welcomes orders for specialised 
ingredients (oysters or live 
lobsters, for example).

The Cave
 ■ 421/423 Great Western Road

G4 9JA, 0141 357 5550
thecavegla.tumblr.com

The Cave is one of the city’s 
small band of independent off-
licences – a real neighbourhood 
favourite and popular with 
anyone looking for an unusual 
beer or wine. Feast your eyes 
upon the impressive array of 
bottled beers from Scotland 
and beyond, with the German 
selection particularly notable. 
There’s also a collection of 
intriguing spirits and some 
excellent malts. Blackboards 
detail frequent deals and there’s 
always a bargain to be had.

Chocolate Boutique
 ■ 164 Great Western Road

G4 9AE, 0141 353 0002
chocolateboutiqueuk.com

Bob Zablock has had quite a 
journey to open his chocolate 
boutique – from Baghdad to 
Kelvinbridge is definitely a 
route less travelled. Along 

GLASGOW LARDER 35

WHERE TO BUY

FOOD & DRINK
LISTINGS ONLINE
AND ON YOUR PHONE
AT FOOD.LIST.CO.UK
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with partner Paula he keeps 
chocoholics happy with more 
than 250 fine chocolates. There 
are luxurious Champagne 
truffles, Sicilian lemon, amaretto 
and classics such as continental 
ganache plus Zablock’s 
favourite, the Winter Warmer, 
full of fragrant spices. 

Cottonrake
 ■ 497 Great Western Road

G12 8HN, 07910 282040
cottonrake.com

Despite a growing reputation as 
a great lunchtime hangout, there 
is no question that Cottonrake 
is a bakery at heart. Like a true 
working bakery, the breakfast 
pastries and croissants hit 
the shelves first, followed by 
savoury tarts and rolls from 
mid-morning. Absolutely 
everything on offer is baked 
on-site, including the variety 
of sourdough and spelt loaves. 
Getting in early is advised.
See also feature on page 6.

Delizique
 ■ 70–72 Hyndland Street

G11 5PT, 0141 339 2000 
See Cafezique entry on page 54.

Demijohn
 ■ 382 Byres Road, G12 8AR

0141 337 3600, demijohn.co.uk

Demijohn claims to be the 
world’s first liquid deli – it 
stocks whiskies, spirits, oils and 
vinegars, using British-sourced 
ingredients wherever possible. 
The products, for instance 
sloe gin or damson vinegar, 

are from small, artisanal 
producers and often carry 
few food miles. On occasion, 
retail staff can be found in a 
meadow picking fruit for a 
concoction. Recycling and 
reusing materials is central to 
their ethos: customers can buy 
a bottle then refill it in-store.

Fantoosh Fish
 ■ 537 Great Western Road 

G12 8HN, 0141 237 3539

With branches in Milngavie 
and this Kelvinbridge 
shop, Fantoosh is a hard-
working neighbourhood 
fishmonger. Langoustine 
and scallops come from 
the boats at Tarbert and an 
emphasis on the seasonal 
sees specials scribbled up 
on the windows. That could 
be samphire, seasonal game 
(from the Milngavie outlet), 
or something unusual from 
Glasgow Fish Market. Free 
range duck eggs and organic 
hens’ eggs are on sale, as 
well as Scottish cheeses and 
takeaway meals made on site.

George Mewes Cheese
 ■ 106 Byres Road

G12 8TB, 0141 334 5900 
georgemewescheese.co.uk

With more than 25 years’ 
experience as a chef, 
George Mewes has gained 
considerable knowledge of 
the catering trade and has 
clearly become a leading 
expert in artisan cheeses, 
stocking around 80 in his 
shop. Nowhere is this more 
apparent than on their website, 
which details nationality, 
cross-sectioned with 
animal, type and suggested 

GO TO
FOOD.LIST.CO.UK 
FOR FOOD & DRINK 
LISTINGS ONLINE
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accompaniments. Such is the 
current reputation, you’ll see 
George Mewes’ name on the 
cheese board selection at many 
top restaurants.
See also Table Talk on page 41.

The Good Spirits Co.
 ■  23 Bath Street 

G2 1HW, 0141 258 8427
thegoodspiritsco.com 

It sounds like a dream 
business for like-minded 
friends Shane Goodbody, 
Matthew McFadyen and 
Mark Connelly – each with 
years spent in the retail and 
drinks industries. They’ve 
founded a kind of boutique 
off-licence specialising in rare 
and interesting spirits. There’s 
a huge range of single-malt 
Scotch and artisanal gins, 
plus curiosities like Indian 
whisky and Brazilian cachaça. 
Champagne, fortified wines 
and beer make appearances, 
too. One of the few places in 
town where you can still buy a 
decent cigar.

Hippo Beers
 ■ 128 Queen Margaret Drive

G20 8NY, 0141 946 3020
hippobeers.co.uk

Glasgow’s first speciality beer 
store opened in November 
2012. Run by Alec Knox and 
Derek Hoy, it’s named after 
the patron saint of brewers, St 
Augustine of Hippo Regius. 
Keep an eye on the Facebook 
page for new and interesting 
brews, or take pot luck 
with their extensive range 
of craft beers, real ales and 
world beers – with around 
350, you’re unlikely to be 
disappointed.

GLASGOW LARDER 37
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GLASGOW LARDER 37

SAM AND ANNA 
LUNTLEY ON 
SPELLING AND 
BAKERY

our philosophy: the freedom 
of the lower case. we are 
bakery47, little b not big B. 
before we made bakes we 
made art, little a not big A.

the little letter has always 
appealed to us and offered 
us something the big letters 
don’t. capital B Bakery has a 
sole purpose – the provision 
of baked goods – regular, 
daily and unchanging. 

we admire many Bakeries 
but bakery47 endeavours, 
empowered by our little b, 
to be something other. our 
primary concern is with the 
creation of an experience: 
the bringing together of folk, 
the breaking of bread, the 
valuing of what the most 
basic of foods can offer and 
create: a communality, a 
shared pleasure, an entire 
experience that stems 
from flour, eggs, butter, 
sugar, salt and water but 
offers something bigger, 
empowered from the 
beginning by that little letter.

 ■ Sam and Anna own 
bakery47 (see page 42)

TABLETalkTTTAAABBBLLLLEEEETTTTTaaaaaallllllkkkkkk
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James Allan
 ■ 85 Lauderdale Gardens

G12 9QU, 0141 334 8973

This has been Hyndland’s 
favourite butcher for decades, 
now run by father-and-son team, 
Morton and Steven Perrie, who 
boast over 50 years’ experience 
between them. In addition to 
supplying quality Scottish meat, 
expect homemade pâté, pies, an 
impressive variety of creatively 
spiced sausages, and renowned 
turkeys at festive time. As the 
recipients of several Scottish 
Quality Meat Awards, it’sno 
surprise it has survived so long.

Kember & Jones Fine 
Food Emporium

 ■ 134 Byres Road
G12 8TD, 0141 337 3851
See main entry on page 56.

Lupe Pintos
 ■ 313 Great Western Road, 

G4 9HR, 0141 334 5444 
lupepintos.com

A one-stop shop for lovers of 
world food for more than 20 
years. Spanish and Mexican 
are the specialities, with a great 
range of South Asian spices and 
sauces too. Chillis, refried beans, 
homemade salsa and, most 
famously, chorizo from northern 
Spain are all popular. There’s 
Spanish beers, tequilas, rum and 
expertly chosen Spanish wine 
– one of owner Doug Bell’s 
passions. Their A–Z of spices is 
comprehensive – if you seek it, 
you’ll find it here.

MacCallums of Troon
 ■ 71 Houldsworth Street

G3 8ED, 0141 204 4456
maccallumsoftroon.co.uk

Professional chefs and amateur 
food lovers swear by this wet-
fish shop. Alongside familiar 
fillets of sea bass and salmon are 
tanks of live lobster and crab, 
magnificent turbot and halibut, 
mountains of oysters, clams, 
cockles, mussels, and just about 
everything else the sea has to 
offer. Seasonal West Coast 
produce counts for much of the 
business. There’s poultry, game, 
smoked and pickled produce and 
a small selection of fresh veg. 
The family also runs a couple of 
quality fish and chip shops, an 
oyster bar and a coffee shop.

IJ Mellis Cheesemonger
 ■ 492 Great Western Road

G12 8EW, 0141 339 8998 
mellischeese.co.uk

A rustic cheesemonger with 
maturing rooms in Edinburgh 
and other branches across 
Scotland, Iain Mellis started the 
business around two decades 
ago and sells a wonderful 
selection of Scottish cheese plus 
offerings from Europe. Inside, 
massive rounds are stacked high 
across wooden benches, and 
knowledgeable staff are always 
willing to give you a taste. 
Their deli range includes olives, 
artisan bread and quality cold 
meats including Iberico chorizo 
or Italian salami.

My Home Bakery
 ■ 59 Hyndland Street, G11 5PS

fb.com/myhomebakery

Hidden behind a door that warns 
‘The Diet Stops Here’, this little 

FOR MORE VENUES
AROUND GLASGOW 
GO TO 
FOOD.LIST.CO.UK 
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bakery offers delicious treats, 
many gluten-free. Breakfast 
goodies are available, then 
more substantial lunchtime 
fare such as decadently buttery 
chicken and bacon sausage rolls, 
pizza slices layered with sweet 
tomatoes and mozzarella and 
freshly baked artisan breads. 
Sweet bakes include delicate 
financiers, chocolate volcano 
cake, and brownies full of sultry 
cocoa flavours. 

No 1 Chocolate Factory
 ■ 63 St Georges Road, 

G3 6JA, 0141 3536017
1chocolatefactory.com

This place is unique in Glasgow 
– and pretty much anywhere in 
Scotland. It’s a gigantic space 
that comes to life at weekends 
when children flood in for 
chocolate factory sessions. 
Adult masterclasses are popular 
too. The shop sells delightful 
handmade semi-spheres with 
decadent fillings like banoffee 
pie or salted caramel oozing 
out. Sit-in savoury options 
include soup/sandwich deals, 
lasagne and intense hot 
chocolate.

Peckham & Rye
 ■ 21 Clarence Drive, G12 9QN

0141 334 4312, peckhams.co.uk

In contrast to the other two 
West End branches, this 
shop specialises solely in 
alcohol – plus gourmet bar 
snacks. Wines are separated 
into region and stacked from 
floor to ceiling (expect more 
expensive bottles at the top) 
while there is an impressive 
range of beers located the back 
of the shop. Expect, too, spirits 
that far transcend the normal 

house variety, plus an enticing 
range of Champagne, cava and 
prosecco.

Peckham’s
 ■ 124–126 Byres Road, G12 8TB

0141 357 1454, peckhams.co.uk
 ■ 139 Hyndland Road

G12 9JA, 0141 357 0398

This long-standing deli group 
in the city has a couple of West 
End branches. The Hyndland 
Road branch is a one-stop shop 
with a variety of organic fruit 
and veg, meats, home-baked 
breads – of special mention is 
the sourdough bloomer – beers 
and wine. Similarly the Byres 
Road shop has a comprehensive 
selection of drinks, food from 
local and global suppliers, 
snacks, meals and cakes 
from their own kitchens, plus 
fresh bread. The deli counter 
offers olives, stuffed peppers, 
coleslaw, plus cheeses and cold 
meats.

Rodgers Butchers
 ■ 180 Byres Road 

G12 8SN, 0141 334 9724
rodgersbutchers.com

With a lineage that stretches 
back to the 1960s in the form 
of JJ Rodgers & Sons in 
Clydebank, Rodgers Butchers 
lays claim to one of the proudest 
heritages in the trade. The 
Byres Road shop is run by Tom 
Rodgers, and specialises in 
prime beef, lamb, pork, seasonal 
game and poultry. Sourcing 
is key to its success – all meat 
is selected from one of ten 
Scottish farms, thus ensuring 
traceability and consistency. 
They do a good line in mixed 
boxes, such as breakfast packs, 
at keen prices.
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Roots, Fruits & Flowers
 ■ 1137 Argyle Street, G3 8ND

0141 229 0838
 ■ 451-457 Great Western Road

G12 8HH, 0141 334 3530 
rootsfruitsandflowers.com

Owner Garth Gulland has been 
in the business for 40 years, and 
owns a small farm – probably 
why the seasonal fruit and 
vegetables that he sources are so 
good. The business has several 
outlets – a Great Western Road 
fruit and veg merchants (plus 
flower shop) with a delicatessen 
selling wholefoods and organic 
produce, with a few seats two 
doors down, and a store on 
Argyle Street, the base for the 
wholesale fruit businesses, as 
well as selling the usual range 
of healthy foods and essentials. 
They supply fruit and vegetables 
daily to restaurants, as well as 
boxes to residential addresses.

Salt Delicatessen
 ■ 23 Byres Road, G11 5RD

0141 258 7272, saltdeli.co.uk

Open since Christmas 2014, this 
little independent deli has already 
built a good reputation. You can 
stock up on ingredients here, but 
the main draw is prepared food 
to eat in (just six seats) or to go, 
with attractive finger-food such 
as mini tortillas, black-pudding 
pasties, quiches and cakes. 
There’s a good choice of fresh 
salads and cold cuts, and at least 
one hot dish every lunchtime. As 
much as possible is sourced from 
within Scotland, including dairy, 
charcuterie, preserves and jams.

Sonny & Vito’s Deli Café
 ■ 52 Park Road

G4 9JG, 0141 357 0640

With its large oak table which 
seats customers side by side, 
and its deli stocking all manner 
of Italian and Spanish products, 
plus homemade savoury and 
sweet items, Sonny & Vito’s 
exudes an overwhelmingly 
Mediterranean feel. Their carrot 
cake is the highlight among 
an array of freshly prepared 
baking. An alcohol licence 
sees customers arriving in the 
evening to kick back with a 
glass of the Sicilian house wine 
and enjoy Kelvinbridge’s own 
slice of continental Europe.
See also feature on page 30.

Valhalla’s Goat
 ■ 449 Great Western Road

G12 8HH, 0141 337 3441 
valhallasgoat.com

Valhalla’s Goat is the place to 
go for drinks and rare or unusual 
liquid treasures. Owned by the 
Williams Bros – of brewing 
fame and owners of nearby 
Inn Deep – this is a place that 
oozes with booze knowledge 
and enthusiasm. There’s a good 
stock of beers, including Six 
Degrees North, Fallen, Kernal 
and Fyne Ales, as well as 
interesting spirits. The range of 
Scottish gins is hard to match, 
with rarities such as Eden Mill 
backing up classics such as 
Caorunn from the Cairngorms. 

EAST END
Eusebi Deli

 ■ 793 Shettleston Road
G32 7NN, 0141 763 0399 
eusebi-food.co.uk 
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Has any first-time customer 
ever visited Eusebi and 
not come back for more? 
The counter is packed 
with Italian delights, from 
rich, hearty lasagne or 
pork meatballs, through to 
elegantly prepared cuts of 
meat, with complex sauces. 
There’s plump prawns, 
fillets of pork with butternut 
squash, trays of salmon-
en-croute. Choosing is a 
pleasantly overwhelming 
experience. And that’s just 
the savouries – all delicious 
cakes are made on the 
premises too.
See also feature on page 31.

Tapa
 ■ Bakehouse: 21 Whitehill 

Street, Dennistoun 
G31 2LH, 0141 554 9981 

 ■ Coffeehouse: 721 
Pollokshaws Road, G41 2AA, 
0141 423 9494 
tapabakehouse.com

It’s easy to see why Tapa 
is an enduring favourite 
despite the unassuming 
appearance of the original 
Bakehouse. It’s a working 
bakery first, with shelves of 
organic breads, from boules 
and soda bread to rye loaves, 
sourdoughs and baguettes. 
With an entirely vegetarian 
menu at the Bakehouse, 
from egg mayo rolls to feta 
flatbreads and veg curry, 
Tapa takes simple, homely 
food from around the world 
and serves it fresh. The 
Southside Coffeehouse is 
much more an all-day café, 
including meat options, but 
you can still pick up their 
excellent breads and home-
roasted coffee.

GEORGE MEWES 
ON CHEESE

I’ve always had a passion 
for good-quality food, 
especially perfectly matured, 
world-class artisan cheese, 
so ten years ago I made the 
decision to change from 
being a chef to working 
exclusively with cheese. I’ve 
been hooked ever since.

We work very closely 
with our farmhouse artisan 
cheese makers and 
affineurs to ensure that the 
cheeses we stock are of 
the highest possible quality. 
We have great respect for 
our cheeses and we nurture 
them from the minute that 
they arrive so that they 
maintain the finest taste 
and texture. We like our 
cheeses to be happy: when 
our cheeses are happy, so 
are our customers. And by 
constantly sniffing out new 
and interesting cheeses 
there is always something 
exciting for our all important 
customers to try.

 ■ George is owner of George 
Mewes Cheese (see page 36).

TABLETalk
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SOUTHSIDE
Alan Beveridge

 ■ 144 Fenwick Road, Giffnock 
G46 6XY, 0141 620 1809

 ■ 1121 Pollokshaws Rd, G41 
3YH
0141 649 5067, 
alanbeveridge.com

Since 1971, this family 
fishmonger has been 
serving haddock, herring, 
meaty monkfish, tuna and 
shellfish from their outlets 
on Pollokshaws and Fenwick 
Roads. They stock chicken 
and local free-range eggs, 
bacon and black pudding, as 
well as wild game, fruit and 
vegetables. Delivery is free 
to most Southside areas, and 
luxury hampers are available, 
including Scottish produce 
such as Rannoch smoked 
fish and game, and Ayrshire 
Dunlop cheese.

bakery47
 ■ 76 Victoria Road

G42 8DS, bakery47.com

Bakery47’s shop is the 
culmination of a real labour 
of love, started two years ago 
with husband and wife team 
Sam and Anna Luntley selling 
their speciality sourdough 
loaves, soda bread and 
beautiful handmade cakes and 
scones door to door, sourcing 
fruit from Victoria Gardens 
allotments and the Gorbals 
Orchard. Their light, airy 
premises, while being a bakery 
first, has a few comfy perches 
to enjoy a buttery croissant or a 
crumbly brownie with a coffee.
See also Table Talk on page 
37.

Cherry and Heather Fine 
Foods

 ■ 7 North Gower Street
G51 1PW, 0141 427 0272 
cherryandheather.co.uk

An oasis in Cessnock, Cherry 
and Heather is a tiny deli-cafe 
offering gourmet sandwiches 
along with vegan soups, hot 
and cold speciality drinks and 
home-baking. The menu is 
full of interesting and tasty 
combinations such as kaffir lime 
and lemongrass chicken with red 
peppers. Dishs are dotted with
Southeast Asian influences, and 
despite the compact space, they 
also manage to cram in a few 
seats as well as goods to take 
away including luxury biscuits, 
tea, chocolate and porridge.

The Fish People
 ■ 350 Scotland Street 

G5 8QF, 0141 429 1609, 
thefishpeopleshop.co.uk

Just outside Shields Road 
Underground, this is the place 
to find the highest quality 
fresh fish and shellfish from 
across Scotland, all cut and 
filleted daily. They also stock 
pickled and smoked fish and 
wild smoked venison, rabbit, 
duck and pigeon. Good prices 
on sides of Loch Fyne smoked 
salmon are hard to resist and 
they’ll source products, even 
offering free delivery.
See also restaurant entry on 
page 61.

Gusto & Relish
 ■ 729–731 Pollokshaws Road

G41 2AA, 0141 424 1233 
gustoandrelish.com

Gusto and Relish have been 
on the scene for a while now, 
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supplying delicious deli 
ingredients, from charcuterie 
and cheese to their own sauces 
and preserves. It’s in a handy 
spot for picnic food for the 
nearby park, while the sit-in 
menu retains a healthy selection 
of breakfast options, sandwiches 
and toasties. A visit is not 
complete without sampling the 
tempting sweet treats.

La Tea Doh
 ■ 136 Nithsdale Road, G41 5RB

0141 424 3224, lateadoh.co.uk

This long-standing café-deli 
and shop inhabits a small but 
beautifully balanced space, 
where you can feel real love 
and passion for food. A few 
tables offer sit-in options – 
toasted focaccia, wraps and 
ciabattas, freshly baked cakes 
and puddings. Appreciation of 
locally sourced ingredients and 
creative approach to the menus 
is enhanced by the well-stocked 
shelves offering gourmet food 
and gift ideas, plus the essential 
basics.

Locavore
 ■ 66 Nithsdale Road, 

G41 2AN, 0141 328 3303
glasgowlocavore.org

Locavore (meaning ‘eater 
of local food’) is a not-for-
profit organisation working 
on projects to encourage 
more people to eat locally 
and sustainably. From their 
shop, they sell local and 
Scottish food including meat 
from Edenmill, as well as 
their own reared pork; fruit 
and veg from allotments, 
farmers and gardens, artisan 
cheese and larder staples such 
as Hebridean sea salt, oats, 

preserves and honey. They also 
run workshops in cooking and 
gardening.

Tapa Coffeehouse
 ■ 721 Pollokshaws Road

G41 2AA, 0141 423 9494
See main entry on page 40.

Whole Foods Market
 ■ 124–134 Fenwick Road

G46 6XN, 0141 621 2700 
wholefoodsmarket.com

With a bedazzling array of 
healthy, natural and organic 
produce, this is a mecca for 
food lovers. With hundreds of 
carefully chosen suppliers, from 
cheesemakers and scallop-
divers, to pig farmers and coffee 
roasters, there is a wealth of 
produce from Scotland, the UK 
and far beyond. Everything is so 
much better than bog-standard 
supermarket offerings. You 
can also eat-in and try such 
deli delights as Tuscan soup or 
parmesan-crusted chicken.

Zucchini
 ■ 128 Nithsdale Road,

G41 5RB, 0141 423 2100

An honest-to-goodness, old-
fashioned greengrocers. Chosen 
daily at Blochairn Fruit Market, 
produce varies with the seasons. 
Shelves bulge with fairtrade tea, 
organic chutneys and cooking 
sauces, fairly traded rice, lentils, 
beans and pulses. Chill cabinets 
hold bundles of lemongrass, 
galangal, fresh herbs and 
berries, tofu, feta, halloumi and 
creamy Orkney cheddar.
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WHERE TO EAT
Listings are grouped into four geographical areas, and within each 
area entries are sorted alphabetically. Further information on all 
entries, including opening hours and individual locator maps, can 
be found at food.list.co.uk, along with details of many other places 
to eat across Glasgow and beyond.
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CITY 
CENTRE 
Alston Bar & Beef

 Central Station, 79 Gordon 
Street, G1 3SQ, 0141 221 7627
alstonglasgow.co.uk

Rushing in and out of Central 
Station, it can be easy to miss 
the staircase that leads to Alston 
Bar & Beef. Stylishly decorated 
with a stunning bar set under 
one arch, and a restaurant under 
another, the focus here is on 
gin and beef. The gin range is 
impressive (more than 50) and 
so are the Tweed Valley steaks, 
along with intriguing starters, 
a couple of fish dishes and a 
burger that easily matches the 
best around Glasgow.

The Anchor Line
 ■ 12-16 St Vincent Street 

G1 2EU, 0141 248 1434
theanchorline.co.uk

Exhibiting all the opulence of 
its heyday, this sympathetically 
restored listed building was 
once home to the shipping 
company of the same name. 
Edwardian architecture 
and memorabilia reflects a 
rich maritime heritage of 
transatlantic ocean-liners. 
Smart bartenders, all waistcoats 
and shiny shoes, lovingly mix 
‘speakeasy’ classic cocktails 
at the art deco focal point bar. 
Menu offerings celebrate Scots-
American ties.

Brian Maule at 
Chardon d’Or

 176 West Regent Street 
G2 4RL, 0141 248 3801
brianmaule.com

Brian Maule’s converted 
townhouse in the financial 
district, offering white linen and 
formal service, still sits firmly 
at the top end of places to dine 
in the city. His classical French 
training – a decade under Michel 
Roux Jr – and well-established 
relationships with local suppliers 
ensure Scotland’s natural larder 
is used sensitively and expertly. 
Inevitably it’s pricey, but these 
are dishes of complexity and 
accomplishment (with generous 
portions). The early-evening 
menu is pretty affordable too.

Cup Tea Lounge
 ■ 71 Renfield Street

G2 1LP, 0141 353 2959
See main entry on page 54.

Gamba
 225a West George Street 

G2 2ND, 0141 572 0899
gamba.co.uk

Gamba is one of the best 
places to eat fish in town. 
The basement dining space is 
bathed in neutral tones with an 
abundance of seafood artwork 
adorning the walls. Soft jazz 
plays in the background while 
waiting staff dressed in formal 
attire provide a more relaxed and 
chatty service than their uniform 
would suggest. Classic flavours 
rub shoulders with more Asian-
inspired offerings to make an 
interesting and varied menu.

The Grill Room at the 
Square

 29 Royal Exchange Square 
G1 3AJ, 0141 225 5615 
grillroomglasgow.com

From the discreet entrance at 
the corner of Royal Exchange 
Square, within private members’ 
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club 29, The Grill Room 
overlooks the twinkling canopy 
of lights that adorn the street 
below – it’s an impressive 
vista and one of the best in the 
city. Proud members of The 
Scottish Beef Club, they take 
meat seriously and cook it with 
respect over a specially designed 
grill. Live jazz accompanies 
Sunday lunch while a pianist 
adds a classy note at weekends.

The Honours
 Malmaison, 278 West 

George Street, G2 4LL, 0141 572 
1001 
thehonours.co.uk

In the basement of the 
Malmaison hotel, The Honours 
is a comfortable space with a 
warm atmosphere which befits 
the menu, which fully replicates 
its Edinburgh sibling. From the 
stable of Michelin-starred chef 
Martin Wishart, this is high-end 
brasserie dining with prices to 
match – though a prix fixe menu 
at £22.50 is great value. Former 
One Devonshire Gardens head 
chef Andrew Greenan has 
returned to Glasgow to take the 
helm: innovative starters, a grill 
range cooked in a 650°F Josper 
grill, plus fish and game options 
give the menu depth.

The Market Kitchen
 ■ 69 West Nile Street

G1 2QB, 0141 332 9755
marketkitchenglasgow.com

There’s a warming casualness 
to this smart, two-floor bistro 
near the old Odeon. The 
Butchershop’s former head chef 
Ian Hoey brings his expertise 
to a compact but enticing menu 
and some good-value set deals. 
It’s not just skill with surf and 

turf that shines out, but an 
integrity with ingredients and 
an attention to detail. Both 
floors have dedicated bars 
with a crisp cocktail collection 
and wines by the glass, while 
service is affable and eager – 
and the coffee is exceptional.

Martha’s
 142a St Vincent Street

G2 5LQ, 0141 248 9771
mymarthas.co.uk

Tucked away amid the 
sea of burger joints that 
constitutes St Vincent Street, 
Martha’s is a takeaway with 
a difference. Lunchtime 
flatbreads are generously filled 
and deliciously constructed. 
Alternatively, salads packed 
with seasonal ‘hero’ ingredients 
can be found in the fridge 
alongside an adventurous 
range of juices. The quality of 
the menu at Martha’s could 
undoubtedly convince anyone 
that healthy food can be both 
satisfying and enjoyable.

Red Onion
 ■ 257 West Campbell Street

G2 4TT, 0141 221 6000 
red-onion.co.uk

With seasoned Scottish chef/
owner John Quigley at its helm 
you can rest assured of prized 
eats. With a modest exterior, 
it’s surprisingly spacious 
inside. While the Scots larder 
may be at the heart of the 
menu, Quigley travels the 
culinary world for inspiration, 
smattering the enticing menu 
with flavours from Europe, 
Asia and more. Pre-theatre and 
lunch menus offer good value 
– and special dieters are spoilt 
for choice.

46 GLASGOW LARDER
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TRY A SCOTCH BEEF CLUB
MEMBER RESTAURANT

Our member restaurants are a cut above the rest. That’s why they 
choose the fi nest Scotch Beef. With full traceability and guaranteed 
levels of assurance, Scotch Beef is high on quality, high on taste.
So if you care about your food, look for the Scotch Beef Club logo
on your next meal out.

To fi nd a member restaurant near you, visit: www.scotchbeefclub.org

Voted Scotland’s Best New Restaurant 2015

BAR & BRASSERIE

158 Ingram Street, Glasgow, G1 1EJ
0141 552 4050

www.HutchesonsGlasgow.com
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Restaurant at 
Blythswood Square

 ■ 11 Blythswood Square
G2 4AD, 0141 248 8888
blythswoodsquare.com

Despite a change of hotel 
management in early 2015, 
it’s business as usual at 
Blythswood Square, with a 
menu featuring fish, meat, 
game and steaks, the latter 
cooked over charcoal on their 
Josper grill. Wine will see 
the biggest shakeup, with a 
revamp planned. The Market 
Menu offers great value and is 
always available alongside the 
main menu. Enjoy an aperitif 
in the plush cocktail lounge 
where experienced mixologists 
will shake up anything you 
desire.

Rogano
 11 Exchange Place, 

G1 3AN, 0141 248 4055 
roganoglasgow.com

Enter under the neon lobster 
sign and step into a bygone 
era at one of Glasgow’s most 
famous institutions. The 
impressive art deco interior 
dates from 1935, when the 
restaurant was fitted in the 
same style as the Cunard 
liner, the Queen Mary. 
Rogano’s diners tend to be 
an eclectic mix of ladies who 
lunch, romantic couples and 
tourists enjoying the novelty. 
Service is formal as befits 
the surroundings and both 
fish and meat dishes are well 
represented across the menu.

A BUZZ 
ABOUT GLASGOW

With bee numbers in rapid 
decline and the consequent 
threat to the pollination 
of plants and crops, it’s 
good to know that some 
local heroes are covering 
our backs. ‘I grew up with 
bees,’ says Edward O’Brien, 
former licensing officer and 
self-taught bee keeper. ‘My 
mother kept them and so 
did many neighbours. When 
I took early retirement a 
friend offered me a colony 
and I got interested again.’ 

A few years on O’Brien 
finds himself overseeing 
and servicing a vast range 
of hives dotted around the 
city. It might seem strange 
that his ‘girls’, as Ed calls 
them, can forage so easily in 
built-up areas but ‘Glasgow 
has 90 parks, plus railway 
embankments, loads of 
blossom, flora and fauna.’ 

He supplies local hotels, 
restaurants and shops with 
a golden natural honey 
that isn’t pasteurised, 
heat-treated or processed. 
A particular speciality 
is a dark, smoky honey 
produced after summer 
visits by the hives to Ayr. 
(Malcolm McGonigle)

 ■ edsbees.com

A BUZZ

TABLETalk
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The Tearooms @ The 
Butterfly and the Pig

 ■ 151 Bath Street
G2 4SQ, 0141 243 2459
thebutterflyandthepig.com/
thetearooms

If vintage chic is your thing, 
look no further. As well as 
church pews, mismatched 
flowery china on doilies, and 
old films showing on the 
TV, they also offer some of 
the best cake in Glasgow. 
Breakfasts are traditional, 
including kippers with 
poached egg. For lunch 
there’s a big sandwich 
selection, salads, soup and 
light options or baked goodies 
served from the vintage cake 
cabinet. Popular is the ‘high 
tea’ (5–8pm), offering main 
meal, sides, cake, and plenty 
of tea. This is a teashop to 
savour.

The Western Club 
Restaurant

 ■ 32 Royal Exchange Square
G1 3AB, 0141 248 2214 
theclubrestaurant.co.uk

This once-private club venue 
is the new flagship offering 
from local restaurateur Alan 
Tomkins, leap-frogging 
his nearby Urban Bar & 
Brasserie. The twinking lights 
around the Gallery of Modern 
Art provide a majestic 
backdrop to a handsome 
dining room. Expect careful 
sourcing from the elegantly 
compact menu – hand-dived 
scallops, local beef, seafood 
specials and classy desserts. 
It’s a dining experience that 
offers plenty of atmospheric 
remnants of its one-time 
exclusivity.

MERCHANT 
CITY & 
EAST END
Arisaig

 ■ 1 Merchant Square 
G1 1LE, 0141 553 1010 
arisaigrestaurant.co.uk

They pay a great deal more than 
lip service to local sourcing at 
Arisaig. There’s the whole pig 
from Berwickshire’s Peelham 
Farm or the Fife deer they use 
in the likes of wild venison 
casserole or duo of game (paired 
with wood pigeon). Merchant 
Square is the urbane setting, 
with the compact restaurant 
sprawling out into the covered 
courtyard, for that outdoors-
indoors feel. Classic Scots 
dishes and innovative twists 
on favourites make Arisaig an 
enjoyable dining destination.

Café Gandolfi
 ■ 64 Albion Street, G1 1NY

0141 552 6813
cafegandolfi.com

A Glasgow institution, Gandolfi 
very much sticks to the principle 
of ‘if it ain’t broke . . .’ when 
it comes to both décor and 
menu. Regulars would be 
rightly disappointed if staples 
like haggis, neeps and tatties, 
Gandolfi’s macaroni cheese or 
scallops were dropped. Sourcing 
is diligent – including piquant 
Arbroath smokies, peat-smoked 
salmon from the Summer Isles, 
plus an excellent wine list. A 
classy, timeless experience. At 
Gandolfi Fish, a few doors up 
at 84 Albion Street, hop on a 
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stool at the bar with a drink and 
something from the shellfish 
section of the menu, perhaps 
freshly caught langoustines or 
lobster. The rest of the menu 
will not disappoint.

Central Market
 ■ 51 Bell Street, G1 1PA

0141 552 3530, facebook.com/
CentralMarketGlasgow

With its dark floor, pristine 
white tiled walls, marble 
tabletops and greenery hanging 
over the mezzanine to an 
open kitchen and bar, sharp 
contemporary design represents 
everything this venue tries to 
achieve. It may have changed 
owners in the last year, but the 
focus remains on rich and earthy 
Scottish-inspired dishes with 
European influences. Game 
features strongly, together 
with fish; there’s a strong wine 
offering and cocktails too.

The Corinthian Club
 191 Ingram Street

G1 1DA, 0141 552 1101
thecorinthianclub.co.uk

It’s hard not to be impressed 
with the cavernous Corinthian 
dining area. Ornate plasterwork 
and a majestic glass dome create 
the impression of a sumptuous 
ballroom from a former era. 
Waiters work the room – lined 
with tall, curved, purple booths 
– dressed in black formal attire 
offset by Converse trainers. In 
any other city the Corinthian 
would be exclusive and pricey, 
but the G1 group know their 

customer base and shrewdly 
aim their menu toward the 
mainstream bistro-going punter 
(with a few luxurious touches).

Gandolfi Fish
 ■ 84 Albion Street

G1 1NY, 0141 552 9475
See Café Gandolfi on page 49.

Guy’s Restaurant & Bar
 24 Candleriggs

G1 1LD, 0141 552 1114
guysrestaurant.co.uk

Guy’s offers well-sourced 
ingredients and exquisite 
cooking at good-value prices 
– especially in its pre-theatre 
menu. Rightly famed for its 
pasta, the seasonal ravioli 
tends to sell out by the end of 
the weekend. Owing to the 
restaurant’s high-tech wine-
storing system, a mouthwatering 
30 wines are available by the 
glass. But it is not all serious and 
sciencey – there’s also tongue-
in-cheek Scottish tapas.

Hutchesons
 158 Ingram Street

G1 1EJ, 0141 552 4050, 
hutchesonsglasgow.com

For years Glasgow waited for 
life to return to this glorious 
19th-century building. The 
Butchershop’s James Rusk 
teamed up with The National 
Trust for Scotland to create 
an elegant restaurant that 
would shine in any city. From 
a cocktail bar and café on the 
ground floor, resplendent in 
marble, mirrors and palm fronds; 
to the sumptuous brassiere 
and its huge ornate ceiling, 
the restoration is glorious, but 
similar attention has been paid 
to the dining experience with a  
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TOP 10 BUDGET RESTAURANTS 
BARS AND CAFES IN GLASGOW

THE GUARDIAN

HIT LIST CAFÉS

THE LIST EATING & DRINKING
GUIDE 2014/15

T: 0141 548 1114  E: INFO@MCCUNESMITH.CO.UK
WWW.MCCUNESMITH.CO.UK  FB: MCCUNESMITHCAFEGLASGOW

DELI STYLE SANDWICHES.
BREAKFAST SERVED TILL 11AM.

LOCALLY ROASTED DEAR GREEN COFFEE.

CAFE & SHOP 3 5 DUKE STREET GLASGOW  

"IT'S INFECTIOUS. 
IF I LIVED NEAR IT, YOU 

WOULDN'T KEEP ME AWAY." 
8/10 JOANNA BLYTHMAN,

SUNDAY HERALD
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50% OFF
 voucher
     for:

New customers only.

       Choose recipes online and get the      
ingredients delivered to your door in

 It’s home cooking made easy!

                                        claim your FREE

                                    gousto.co.uk/thelist
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menu shaped from the best of 
Scotland’s larder, offering top-
quality seafood and steaks. 
See also feature on page 8.

McCune Smith Café
 ■ 3–5 Duke Street 

G4 0UL, 0141 548 1114
mccunesmith.co.uk

Named after Dr James McCune 
Smith, the black intellectual 
and abolitionist who was the 
first African American to 
hold a medical degree (from 
Glasgow), owner Dan Taylor is 
keen to prove how Smith was 
both a product of and a force 
in the Scottish Enlightenment. 
Sandwiches are named after 
figureheads of the movement 
and flavours are vibrant, breads 
and sauces as fresh as you like, 
while sweet stuffs range from 
slabs of banana-pecan bread 
through to scones with jam.

Tapa 
 ■ 21 Whitehill Street

G31 2LH, 0141 554 9981
 ■ 721 Pollokshaws Road

G41 2AA, 0141 423 9494
See entry on page 40.

Tibo
 ■ 443 Duke Street, Dennistoun

G31 1RY, 0141 550 2050
cafetibo.com

There’s much more of this 
informal cosy bistro than meets 
the eye. Arranged over two 
levels divided by a bar, the back 
area is overlooked by colourful 
oil paintings while the lower 
level boasts views out to the 
street. A buzzy atmosphere 
persists day and night as Tibo is 
ideally placed to catch breakfast, 
lunch, coffee and dinner hunters, 
seven days a week. Friendly, 

PETER MCKENNA 
ON SEAFOOD

Growing up, fishing to me 
was heading out with my 
older cousin with the hope 
of catching brown trout 
in County Monaghan’s 
Blackwater River. My 
grandmother always had the 
task of gutting our catch – 
luckily for her we weren’t 
prolific!

It wasn’t until I arrived 
in London at the age of 20 
that I got my hands on a 
multitude of different sea 
creatures, and it was during 
my time in Sydney, Australia, 
working for Liam Tomlin at 
the Banc restaurant, that 
I really got to grips with 
preparing seafood to a high 
standard.

At the Gannet we use 
produce from both land 
and sea, but it’s when 
I’m opening scallops 
and filleting fish that I’m 
most excited. Seafood 
has brought me fantastic 
memories and a lot of work 
over the last 18 years, and 
long may it continue.

 ■ Peter is chef and co-owner 
of the Gannet (see page 54).

TABLETalk

PETER MCKENNA
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enthusiastic staff keep things 
relaxed and entertaining.

Tron Theatre Bar & 
Kitchen

 ■ 63 Trongate, G1 5HB
0141 552 8587, tron.co.uk

The Tron is more than a 
theatre space; it’s a Glasgow 
institution. As well as a base 
for the Tron Theatre Company, 
it’s home to a broad programme 
of touring theatre, comedy and 
music. Visitors are well looked 
after at its eatery, a stylish 
meet-up spot in the heart of the 
city. The menu mainly consists 
of bar food standards with 
crowdpleasers such as haddock 
and chips are rarely done this 
well.

WEST END
An Clachan

 ■ Off La Belle Place
G3 7LH, 07846 463614
kelvingroveparkcafe.co.uk

No day spent in Kelvingrove 
Park would be complete 
without a stop off at An 
Clachan, a TARDIS-like hut 
housing a café focused on 
serving seasonal produce. 
Dishes such as the chorizo 
and bean burrito are the ideal 
antidote to a blustery winter’s 
walk, whereas in the summer 
months you might be more 
tempted by a salad tub or a 
Cream O’ Galloway ice-cream. 
Coffee is good courtesy of 
Charlie Mills, and there are 

enticing sweet treats on offer.

Black Sheep Bistro
 ■ 10 Clarendon Street, 

G20 7QD, 0141 333 1435
blacksheepbistro.co.uk

Secreted away on a sidestreet 
off Maryhill Road, this is 
a popular family-run bistro 
serving up traditional Scottish 
and home-cooked comforts. 
More café by day with folks in 
for brekkies, bites and coffees, 
it goes distinctly more bistro of 
an evening with diners enjoying 
generous helpings of the likes of 
Cullen skink, scallops and black 
pudding, and lamb shank with 
indulgent desserts to finish.

The Bothy
 ■ 11 Ruthven Lane

G12 9BG, 0141 334 4040 
bothyrestaurant.co.uk

Few other restaurants in 
Glasgow wear their Scottishness 
quite as boldly as The Bothy. 
Exposed stone walls and a rustic 
old chunky wooden fireplace 
add to the Highland hideaway 
feel, while the menu promises 
‘traditional Scottish fayre and 
a warm welcome’. It’s popular 
with tourists and visiting 
lecturers from nearby Glasgow 
University, and underwritten by 
a genuine commitment to local 
and seasonal sourcing. The two-
course Braw Deal for £12.95 
until 6pm offers braw value.

The Butchershop Bar & 
Grill

 1055 Sauchiehall Street 
G3 7UD, 0141 339 2999 
butchershopglasgow.com

In plain view of Kelvingrove Art 
Gallery, the Butchershop is in a 
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location as prime as the cuts on 
the menu. Animated and buzzing 
even on weeknights, the subdued 
wood tones of the bar and 
leather booths of various sizes 
create an intimately luxurious 
atmosphere. It’s well matched to 
the allure of the sizzling steaks 
appearing from the kitchen. 
Indulgent but sociable, this is 
one of the original and best steak 
specialists in town.

Cafezique / Delizique
 ■ 66 & 70–72 Hyndland Street, 

G11 5PT,0141 339 7180
delizique.com

With its scuffed shop front, 
Cafezique has the feel of a 
casual eatery, but beyond 
the large windows awaits a 
welcoming interior with open 
kitchen, central bar and stripped 
stone walls. Everything is 
cooked on-site and many of 
the artisan ingredients are from 
its sister operation, the relaxed 
cafe-bistro Delizique next 
door. A seasonal approach and 
impeccable sourcing ensures 
the highest quality. Besides 
bread, baked goods are the star 
attraction at Delizique, including 
dainty brownies and sourdough 
pizzas. 

Cail Bruich
 725 Great Western Road

G12 8QX, 0141 334 6265 
cailbruich.co.uk

It could be the informal yet 
sophisticated atmosphere, or 
the professionalism of the staff. 
Or the high standard of the 

cooking itself. However, it’s 
a combination of these parts 
which makes Cail Bruich stand 
out. An impressive tasting 
menu is available, while the 
market menu is a steal. Chef 
Craig Charalambous plunders 
Scotland’s natural larder to create 
culinary art in a restaurant that 
goes beyond what is expected.

Cottonrake
 ■ 497 Great Western Road

G12 8HN, 07910 282040 
See entry on page 36.

Crabshakk
 ■ 1114 Argyle Street, G3 8TD

0141 334 6127, crabshakk.com

Never wanting for new 
neighbours in Finnieston as 
stylish restaurants continue to 
open with remarkable frequency, 
Crabshakk – one of the first in 
a wave of arrivals – continues 
to catch a faithful clientele. It’s 
hard to get a booking at times 
(though they seat walk-ups at the 
bar subject to space), and there’s 
barely enough room to swing 
a lobster, either in the narrow 
ground floor or upstairs on the 
tiny mezzanine. But take the bait 
and you’ll be back time and time 
again, for head-turningly good-
looking seasonal dishes fresh as 
the tide.

Cup
 ■ Tea Room: 311 Byres Road, 

G12 8UQ, 0141 357 2525 
 ■ Tea Lounge: 71 Renfield 

Street, G2 1LP, 0141 353 2959
cupglasgow.co.uk

Tea specialist Cup have two 
venues in town, a smart, modern 
West End café on bustling Byres 
Road and a listed City Centre 
building complete with portraits 
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of Queen Victoria and original 
wall tiles. Afternoon tea is king 
here, with the likes of brioche 
rolls, rosemary focaccia and 
cakes tiered to delight, plus teas 
from around the world. The 
centrally located Tea Lounge 
becomes Gin71, serving gin 
cocktails and more, each night 
from 6pm.

Epicures of Hyndland
 ■ 159 Hyndland Road

G12 9JA, 0141 334 3599
epicuresofhyndland.com

The laid-back but stylish 
atmosphere is not too refined 
to make you feel guilty 
for ordering the boozy 
knickerbocker glory. Therein 
lies the strength of this rather 
continental bistro – casual 
European sophistication and 
high-quality cuisine in one 
of Glasgow’s most affluent 
neighbourhoods. Despite more 
formal dining upstairs, the 
inviting ground floor space has 
long elegant windows ideal 
for people watching. A local 
favourite for good reason.

Fanny Trollope’s
 ■ 1066 Argyle Street 

G3 8LY, 0141 564 6464
fannytrollopes.co.uk

While new openings are 
celebrated every other weekend 
in Finneston, Fanny Trollope’s 
has been around since well 
before the area became the 
place to be seen. Its ethos of 
cooking with quality locally 
sourced produce hasn’t changed 
over the last 14 years, though a 
move away from BYOB may 
disappoint some regulars. It’s 
small and busy, but the kitchen 
does a top job. In an area awash 

with eateries, this old favourite 
still excels.

The Finnieston
 1125 Argyle Street, 

G3 8ND, 0141 222 2884
thefinniestonbar.com

This gin cocktail bar and 
seafood restaurant, fits in well 
with the area’s new image as 
a proper dining destination. 
The bar is an imposing and 
impressive structure, fashioned 
from dark polished wood and 
lined with comfy bar stools – 
ideal for perusing the 60-plus 
gins on offer. Expect a few 
meaty mains such as steak, 
rabbit and duck to sit alongside 
hake, lemon sole and monkfish. 
On a mild day, seek out the 
hidden beer garden to enjoy a 
little al fresco libation.

The Gannet
 1155 Argyle Street, G3 8TB,

0141 204 2081, thegannetgla.com

The Gannet sits in the middle 
of a clutch of some of the city’s 
most hip and happening bars 
and restaurants, set in a narrow 
ex-tenement building; the bare 
wooden furnishing and exposed 
brickwork give it an industrial 
edge, which is juxtaposed with 
paintings of natural Scottish 
produce. The menu is small 
but clearly well considered and 
practised to the point of flawless 
cooking and presentation.
See also Table Talk on page 52.

The Hidden Lane 
Tearoom

 ■ 8 Argyle Court, 1103 Argyle 
Street, G3 8ND, 0141 237 4391
thehiddenlanetearoom.com

Mismatched teapots and chairs 
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create a perfect setting for 
afternoon tea in this secretive 
lane in Finnieston. Dainty 
sandwiches, cream-filled 
meringues and miniature cakes 
are served on vintage, tiered 
cake stands. All made in-house, 
apart from wheat-free options, 
they are what people dream of 
when someone says afternoon 
tea: moist, delicious, crumbly 
and moreish. The gallery space 
and pictures add to the charming 
quirkiness.

Hotel du Vin Bistro
 1 Devonshire Gardens 

G12 0UX, 0141 339 2001 
hotelduvin.com

Hotel du Vin knows how to do 
formal dining like no one else 
in Glasgow. We’re at the high 
end of the price scale here, but 
the quality is high-end too, as 
exemplified throughout the 
evening. The menu changes 
regularly, with combinations 
of ingredients and flavours 
showing that personality can 
accompany fine dining. This 
‘formality with a smile’ is a 
philosophy shared by staff. 
And with a range of artwork 
desserts and a 600 bin wine list, 
the quality never wavers.

Kember & Jones Fine 
Food Emporium

 ■ 134 Byres Road, 
G12 8TD, 0141 337 3851
kemberandjones.co.uk

It’s no surprise you often have 
to wait for a lunchtime table 
here – its virtues are many. 
They roast their own coffee 
and bake their own bread, and 
most of the menu is available 
to buy from the deli, such is 
their faith in the quality of 

the produce. The platters are 
a lovely way to try as much 
as possible. Sandwiches and 
salads are balanced and big 
on taste, while brownies and 
Scandic-style parsnip and 
orange cake satisfy sweeter 
cravings.

The Left Bank
 ■ 33–35 Gibson Street 

G12 8NU, 0141 339 5969
theleftbank.co.uk

Natural tones and 
textures create a pleasant 
neighbourhood haven for 
relaxing with friends over a 
well-prepared cocktail, decent 
glass of wine, refreshing pint 
or cuppa, not to mention the 
great all-day food. The brunch 
menu stands out, with huevos 
mexicanos or poached eggs 
five-ways. Scottish-Asian 
fusion is celebrated and the 
menu also dips into other 
cuisines for eclectic, enjoyable 
offerings. A place to linger 
in one of the city’s more 
interesting neighbourhoods.

Number 16
 ■ 16 Byres Road, G11 5JY

0141 339 2544, number16.co.uk

You could live in the area for 
ages and not even spot this tiny 
bistro, unflatteringly tucked 
away between a bookies and 
an Indian takeaway. With a 
mezzanine level squeezed in at 
not much above head-height, 
it’s beyond cosy. But what 
Number 16 lacks in space it 
makes up for in atmosphere 
and dishes with a high attention 
to detail, clashing the Scottish 
larder with cosmopolitan 
flavours. Staff keep it personal 
but never intrusive.
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Ox and Finch
 920 Sauchiehall Street 

G3 7TF, 0141 339 8627
oxandfinch.com

Fresh ingredients, creativity 
and precision in all elements 
has earned Ox and Finch a 
Michelin Bib Gourmand star for 
good-value quality food – one 
of only three in Glasgow. This 
unpretentious place is buzzing 
with an open kitchen and bar 
exuding efficiency. Packed 
utilitarian-style shelves tagged 
with regional, continental wines 
reinforce provenance all the 
way to the wide choice of craft 
beers, ales and cider. Scanning 
the placemat menu, it’s hard to 
resist wanting it all.

Piece
 ■ 1056 Argyle Street 

G3 8LY, 0141 221 7975
pieceglasgow.com

You could be forgiven for not 
noticing the small, unassuming 
shop front of Piece (Scots for 
‘sandwich’), but once you’ve 
tried it you’ll never walk by 
again without nipping in for a 
filled flatbread or a bloomer 
bursting with flavour. Save 
some room too for a decadent 
salted caramel tart. This original 
is joined by a takeaway at 
Kelvinbridge, a recent opening 
on Miller Street and a flagship 
venue at the brand-new Inovo 
building in the Merchant City.

Porter & Rye
 ■ 1131 Argyle Street, G3 8ND

0141 572 1212, porterandrye.com

From those behind nearby 
Lebowskis and The Finnieston, 
this steakhouse takes its meat 
so seriously that it is dry-aged 

JACQUELINE 
O’DONNELL ON 
GRANNIES AND 
GRAFT

Many moons ago, when I 
was 11, my granny taught 
me the value of a kitchen 
that smelt of freshly baked 
bread and cakes, with a pot 
of soup always on the stove. 
She encouraged me to work 
in the catering business, but 
she warned that ‘The only 
place success comes before 
work is in the dictionary’.

At the age of 13 I had 
a Saturday job washing 
dishes. For every breakage, 
50p was deducted from my 
50p-an-hour wage. I quickly 
mastered the art of being 
cautious with crockery.

So there it began: I 
discovered that to make a 
restaurant work you have 
to take care of everything – 
equipment, staff, yourself.

At one time the food 
industry was a second-class 
career choice, but  now it is 
gathering speed. This is the 
train I want to be on!

 ■ Jacqueline is chef-patron 
of The Sisters restaurant (see 
page 58).
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on the premises. Sourced from 
North Lanarkshire, the beef 
comes in various cuts, with a 
choice of sides and around ten 
sauces and butters. There is also 
a carpaccio version in the small 
plates, which showcase the 
best of Scotland, from ethically 
sourced scallops to Perthshire 
venison. A France-tinged taste 
of Finnieston’s food finery. 

Roots & Fruits
 ■ 451-457 Great Western Road, 

G12 8HH, 0141 334 3530 
See main entry on page 39.

Salt Delicatessen
 ■ 23 Byres Road, G11 5RD

0141 258 7272
See main entry on page 40.

The Scullery
 ■ 10 Claremont Street 

G3 7HA, 0141 221 6200 
the-scullery.com

A recent opener that is every bit 
as hip-looking as Finnieston’s 
finest, with an interior that 
is crisp and modern with 
period detailings, all done up 
in wood and brick. Expect 
quality ingredients prepared 
by a conscientious, ambitious 
kitchen, with a compact pan-
European main menu joined 
by imaginative sandwiches and 
lighter lunch bites. A good spot 
for casual, often comforting, and 
contemporary dining.

Siempre Bicycle Café
 ■ 162 Dumbarton Road

G11 6XE, 0141 334 2385
siemprebicyclecafe.com

Siempre’s philosophy of 
‘independent, passionate and 
creative’ shines through every 
aspect of this welcoming café 
and bike shop. The teas, coffees 
and fruit juices are all organic 
and ethically sourced. As much 
as possible is made in-house, 
including the hummus, mackerel 
pâté and cakes. From eggy 
breakfasts to sharing platters, 
everything is nutritious and 
prepared with real care.

The Sisters
 The Sisters Jordanhill:

1a Ashwood Gardens 512 Crow
Road, G13 1NU, 0141 434 1179

 The Sisters Kelvingrove: 36
Kelvingrove Street, G3 7RZ, 
0141 564 1157, thesisters.co.uk

Jacqueline O’Donnell, owner 
of both Sisters restaurants – 
one in Finnieston, with the 
original in Jordanhill – is 
something of an ambassador 
for Scottish produce, especially 
after appearing on BBC 2’s 
Great British Menu in 2014. 
O’Donnell cut her teeth as 
a pastry chef, so you will 
definitely want dessert, and her 
locally ‘famous’ puff candy 
meringue with honeycomb ice 
cream and hot butterscotch 
sauce is truly celestial.
See also Table Talk on page 57.

Sonny & Vito’s
 ■ 52 Park Road, G4 9JG

0141 357 0640
See main entry on page 40. 

Stravaigin
 28–30 Gibson Street, G12 8NX

0141 334 2665, stravaigin.com

From an old Scottish word 
meaning ‘to wander aimlessly 
with intent’, Stravaigin, more 
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than any other restaurant in 
Glasgow, blends Scottish 
produce with global ideas. 
Beyond exemplary staples 
such as haggis and burgers, 
are intriguing dishes, perhaps 
a venison loin accompanied by 
a venison stew in gingerbread 
casing. The wine list is hugely 
impressive and Stravaigin 
remains a thrilling Glasgow 
institution for countless reasons.
See also feature on page 20.

Two Fat Ladies
 88 Dumbarton Road 

G11 6NX, 0141 339 1944
 118a Blythswood Street 

G2 4EG, 0141 847 0088
 652 Argyle Street, 

G3 8UF, 0141 221 8188
twofatladiesrestaurant.com

The original branch of the Two 
Fats group is easy to miss. 
Squeezed into a row of shops 
(at number 88, naturally) behind 
a black façade, it has a hidden-
away, relaxed feel. Meanwhile 
at Two Fat Ladies at the Buttery 
on Argyle Street, you’ll walk in 
and find white linen tablecloths 
and an abundance of china. 
Service is formal, while the 
menu nods to top-quality fish 
and meat. Finally, the city-
centre branch, celebrating ten 
years, is bigger and brighter, 
with windows overlooking 
Blythswood Street – make for 
the booths at the back if you can.

Ubiquitous Chip
 12 Ashton Lane, 

G12 8SJ, 0141 334 5007
ubiquitouschip.co.uk

The Chip has been at the 
forefront of Glasgow 
gastronomy for more than 40 
years, a sign their formula 

works. Located down the pretty 
cobbles of Ashton Lane, a 
bewitching dining room awaits 
– fairy lights twinkle among the 
foliage entwined throughout 
the open courtyard, a small 
fish pond adds to the outdoors-
indoors experience. The small 
seasonal menu includes seafood 
and meat dishes, impeccable 
in their quality and impressive 
in the treatment from top-class 
chefs. Service is refreshing, 
upbeat and just the right side of 
formal. A special place to visit.

Wee Lochan
 ■ 340 Crow Road, G11 7HT

0141 338 6606, an-lochan.com

Similar to the locally sourced 
produce on the menu at Wee 
Lochan, the small, boutique 
interior is akin to a gallery 
for local artists, showcasing 
a mishmash of hand-picked 
evocative art on the walls 
and even a shelf of jams and 
jewellery for sale. The menu 
evolves regularly with the 
seasons and the produce coming 
into the well-honed kitchen.

SOUTHSIDE
Art Lover’s Café

 ■ House for an Art Lover, 
Bellahouston Park, 10 Dumbreck 
Road, G41 5BW, 0141 353 4779,
houseforanartlover.co.uk

The Art Lover’s Café is a 
culinary destination – yes 
it’s sited in a lovely park in a 
beautiful house, but the food is 
a big draw here. It’s surprising, 
ambitious and delicious. Good 
value, too, with a two-course set 
menu priced at £11.99, so book 
ahead. Pop-up evening dining 
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is also planned, allowing more 
people to sample the delights.

The Bungo Bar & 
Kitchen

 ■ 17–21 Nithsdale Road, G41 2AL
0141 423 0023, thebungo.co.uk

Neighbourhood dining is 
a concept the southside is 
growing more comfortable with 
and few venues have played a 
bigger part than The Bungo. A 
relation of The Left Bank and 
Two Figs, Bungo has created a 
convivial personality of its own 
– where dogs are as welcome as 
paying customers. A cosy bar 
with booths and tables shares 
a menu with a more refined 
restaurant area. Small plates 
can be divvied up or treated as 
starters, while mains include 
pub grub or more creative 
dishes.

Cherry and Heather 
Fine Foods

 ■ 7 North Gower Street
G51 1PW, 0141 427 0272 
See main entry on page 42. 

Eat Café
 ■ 69 Kilmarnock Road, G41 

3YR, 0141 649 6705
 ■ Eat Deli: 16 Busby Road,

Clarkston G76 7BG, 0141 638 
7123 eat-deli.co.uk

Southsiders are treated to 
impressive all-day dining at 
this local favourite, with a 
good selection of brunch items 
and a lunch menu featuring the 
likes of spicy Cajun chicken 
burger with crunchy skin-on 
fries, plus daily-changing 
hearty soups. Evenings bring 
classic and inventive bistro 
dishes and plenty to enjoy for 
the sweet-toothed. Meanwhile 

Glasgow’s gone crazy for beef 
patties and brioche buns. Enjoy 
our guide to ten of the best 
burger joints, by local blogger 
‘James vs Burger’ Lees

Bloc Bacon frazzles and ‘trailer 
trash’ cheese? Find both in 
their Durty Burger.

Bread Meats Bread Their 
Cali Special is a love letter to 
In-N-Out.

Burger Meats Bun The 
Smokin’ Bacon is still one of 
Glasgow’s best.

The Butchershop Bar & Grill
With truffl e mayo, they know 
how to do an indulgent burger.

El Perro Negro Check Twitter 
for pop-ups; try their Top Dog.

Jacker de Viande
‘Cocktails, meat and love’. 
The BBQ burger is simply 
incredible.

Lebowskis The Big Lebowski 
is huge. Not one for the faint-
hearted.

MeatHammer Ltd LoveBite: 
peanut butter, bacon, chilli jam 
& hot sauce – a great combo.

Mono The Seitan burger is a 

vegan option that’s so good, 

meat-eaters love it too. 

Smoak
Porky’s Revenge, with pulled 
pork and candied bacon, packs 
a punch.

Glasgow’s gone crazy for be fef

BUN TIMES
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at Eat Deli, there’s Portuguese 
tarts at the counter, Italian 
wines on the shelves, and 
fresh pasta dishes from the 
kitchen, as well as beers from 
WEST and Williams Brothers, 
making it a pleasant evening 
destination too.

The Fish People Café
 ■ 350 Scotland Street 

G5 8QF, 0141 429 8787
thefishpeoplecafe.co.uk

So far as ‘local’ produce goes, 
you can’t say fairer than a fish 
market directly adjacent to your 
restaurant. Indeed, the Fish 
People fishmongers – based 
beside Shields Road Subway – 
were responsible for founding 
this place, which explains its 
out-of-the-way location. But 
it’s well worth the trip. Don’t 
let the slightly naff exterior 
dissuade you as to how smart 
it is within. These fish people 
know how to pick the finest 
fruits of the sea, and what to do 
with them too.

The Glad Café
 ■ 1006a Pollokshaws Road 

G41 2HG, 0141 636 6119 
thegladcafe.co.uk

This welcoming venue feels 
like the heart and soul of the 
Southside arts and music 
scene, and with unusual menu 
items, attentive cooking and 
entertainment galore, there’s 
plenty to be glad about. The 
café’s own arts and literature 
magazine The Glad Rag is 
equally supportive of local 
talent. The combination of 
comfortable sofas, rustic décor 
and great cooking makes this 
one of the most compelling 
cafés in town.

Gusto & Relish
 ■ 729–731 Pollokshaws Road 

G41 2AA, 0141 4241233 
See main entry on page 42. 

Ian Brown Food & Drink
 55 Eastwoodmains Road 

G46 6PW, 0141 638 8422
ianbrownrestaurant.co.uk

It is reassuring to find quality 
cooking outside the centre, so 
kudos to ex-Ubiquitous Chip 
chef Ian Brown for opening 
his own restaurant in suburban 
Giffnock in 2010. It’s hardly 
out of reach, but most 
customers are locals, and most 
are regulars. The venue is a 
modest family restaurant with 
contemporary décor, buzzing 
with life thanks to charismatic 
staff. Imaginative specials mix 
with reliable bistro favourites. 
Desserts are treated with care – 
just like every customer.

La Tea Doh
 ■ 136 Nithsdale Road, G41 5RB

0141 424 3224, lateadoh.co.uk
See main entry on page 43.

Ollie’s
 ■ 122 Nithsdale Road

G41 5RB, 0141 424 4600
olliesglasgow.co.uk

Restaurateur Alan Tomkins 
and daughter Emma 
have created an enticing 
neighbourhood-bistro, where 
leisurely breakfasts and brisk 
lunches are as popular as 
casual dinners. Pizzas and 
burgers sit beside pork loin and 
pan-fried pollock on the menu. 
Produce is Scottish where 
possible and the quality is high. 
A confident, classy addition to 
an area fast becoming a dining 
destination.
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citypropertyglasgow.co.uk/markets/farmers-markets 

 ■ Mansfield Park, Hyndland Street, 10am–2pm,
second & fourth Saturday of the month

 ■ Queen’s Park, corner of Langside Avenue, 10am–2pm,
first & third Saturday of the month
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FOOD EVENTS & FAMERS’ MARKETS

EARLY–LATE JUNE
West End Festival

 ■ Various venues, West End, 
westendfestival.co.uk
Tantalising all the senses with 
music events, a carnival and art 
exhibits, with restaurants and 
bars hosting special events.

LATE JUNE 
Glasgow Real Ale 
Festival

 ■ The Briggait, 
glasgowrealalefestival.co.uk
Organised by Glasgow 
CAMRA, expect over a hundred 
ales from breweries in Scotland 
and beyond, all under the glass 
roof of the old fish market.

LATE JULY–EARLY AUG
Merchant City Festival

 ■ Various venues, Merchant 
City, merchantcityfestival.com
The city within the city 
celebrates culture, with 
comedy, theatre and art events, 
accompanied by food and drink.

EARLY AUG
Craft Beer Rising

 ■ Drygate Brewery, 
craftbeerrising.co.uk
A Glasgow location for the 
London-based beer festival 
with a host of brewers joined by 
street fooders.

EARLY SEPT
Let’s Eat Glasgow

 ■ SWG3, Finnieston, 
letseatglasgow.co.uk
Taste your way from field to 
fork with a restaurant festival 
and pop-up market from 
the Real Food, Real Folk 
cooperative of Glasgow chefs 
and west of Scotland producers.

MID OCT
Oktoberfest

 ■ Glasgow Green,
glasgow-oktoberfest.co.uk
Party like you’re in Bavaria, 
minus the plane fare. Drink beer, 
eat bratwurst, wear lederhosen 
and grab a stein.

EARLY NOV
BBC Good Food Show 
Scotland

 ■ SECC, glasgow.
bbcgoodfoodshow.com
Another serving of celebrity 
chefs and star culinary 
attractions at the food and drink 
extravaganza.

NOV
Glasgow’s Whisky 
Festival

 ■ glasgowswhiskyfestival.com
Gathering of distillers and 
bottlers from in and around the 
city and beyond. 

GLASGOW FOOD EVENTS
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WHERE TO BUY

Glasgow is not just one of the most vibrant, historic 
and culturally important cities in the UK and Europe, 
it also boasts an exciting, diverse and ever-expanding 
food and drink scene. With coffee roasters, bakers, 
beekeepers and distillers working alongside young chefs 
and enterprising restaurateurs, the city is full of people 
displaying a passion for good food and drink. 

In this guide you can discover the flavours of the city, 
its culinary influences and current trends, as well as the 
best shops, cafés, restaurants and venues to enjoy the 
city’s dynamic food and drink scene.

This informative and practical 
guide to the food and drink of 
Glasgow includes:

 ■  Features showcasing the city 
and its food and drink landscape

 ■  Independent reviews and 
round-ups of the best places to 
eat out

 ■  Chefs, restaurateurs and 
food specialists revealing their 
passions and inspirations

 ■  Local food writers exploring 
Glasgow’s food districts

 ■  Detailed listings of the best 
food shops, markets and events

LarderGlasgow

THE GUIDE TO FOOD & DRINK IN THE CITY
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